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As part of the first of two preschematicmeetings,Chapel Architect Steven Holl visited Seattle
Universityduring the week ofMay
15, allowing SU students, faculty
and administration to expresstheir
concernsandideasaboutthe future
worshippinghall.
IncludedinRoll's agenda wasa
seriesof opendiscussions withstudents, faculty and administration
and attendance of two Mass sessions on May 15. In addition to
multiple campusmeetingsandMass
attendance, Holl participated in a
three-hour meeting with upperSU
administrationconcerningthemaster plan and how the chapel will
supplement the many changes SU
is currently undergoing.
Holl, an internationally acclaimedarchitect andtenuredprofessoratColumbiaUniversity,said
architecture is not just measurements, colors and shapes;rather it
is something that should complement thehuman experience. "Architecture has an intellectual dimension matbacks up the spiritual
experience,"Hollexplainedduring
a discussion session at the
President's Dining Room in
Bellarmine Hall on May 17. "Architecture is a continuum, an
intermeshed experience."
Holl expressed ideas about the
chapel that would indeed
"intermesh" many elements that a
lotofstudentsare concerned about,
particularly nature. Duringthesession,manystudents expressedtheir
concernover thedepletionof green
space on campus andhow thisnew
architectural structure will affect
this issue.
Hollagreedthat thereisalackof
greenspace oncampusandplans to
incorporate some nature that will
be connected to and symbolic of
the new chapel. Holl said that according to preliminary plans the
chapel will "help form the green
spacesand serveasanidentity along
the side of campus." In addition,
Holl said a water garden will also
be instituted to serveas a connec-

SeeHoU onpage 3
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Nextyear's JVCvolunteers willbe strewn acrossthe world topursue theJesuit tradition ofcommunity service.

JVC volunteers ready for action
Corps accepts nine new Seattle U. graduates
BY MICHELL MOUTON

graduateschool to fight poverty in

homeless,streetyouth,peoplewith

Staffßeporter

the United States and abroad.
For 36 years, more than 6,000
womenandmenhaveansweredthe
call to service in the Jesuit VolunteerCorps. This yearnine graduating SU students will join them.
They willspend thenext yearinthe
Jesuit Volunteer Corps servingthe

AIDSand abused women and chil-

Each yearmore andmore Seattle
University students are opting to
get a taste of the real world after
graduation. Thisyeararecordnumber of graduating seniors have
turned down job offers and put off

dren.

Beginning in August each student willliveand work inpovertystricken communities in various

See JVC on page 2
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JVC

andcouldn't change that I
had to
realize thatI'mnot the guy on the
white horse, but Ido have somepartsoftheUnited States andover- thing to offer."
seas. At these sites they will staff
Orlandosaidhe found that honnon-profit organizations that pro- esty and the realization that one
vide service to the poor.
person can't always save a situaThisis thelargest amount of stu- tionwas aneffective approach.
dents fromSU enteringJVCduring
"Offering legal aid to the poor,
one year,according to Jerry Cobb, shelter to our urban homeless, or
SJ, an Englishprofessor at SU.
comfort to persons with AIDS will
"Usually 2 to 3 students from always be very challenging to a
Seattle University go intothis pro- recentcollegegraduate,"saidCobb.
gram, in comparison to other colSUstudentsare particularly well
leges where 30 to 40 graduates a prepared for these challenges
year enroll," saidCobb. "Students through the service-learning proare discoveringthat thisisaunique gramsoffered throughSU,he said.
and rewarding way to spend their
Nate Ullrich, a biology major
first year after college," he added. who willbe entering JVC afterhis
SU's Jesuit community is very graduation in June, said that the
interested in acquainting its stu- programis agoodwayto gain work
dents withJVCbecause it offers a experience.
great opportunity after graduation,
Hewillbe workingatadrug-and
Cobb said.
chemical-dependency treatment
Volunteer programs like JVC center for Native American youths
offers tremendous opportunities to inGreat Falls,Montana.
students,Joseph Orlando of Cam"I see it as a chance to spend a
pusMinistry agreed.
year doingsomething thatI
feelis
"It puts you in the real world,'11 worthwhile and helping others,"
explainedOrlando,whoalsoserved saidUllrich. "Atthesame timeI
see
as a Jesuit Volunteer after college. it as a way to get some work expe"Before you choose a permanent rience dealing with the care of
career track, it's anopportunity to people in some what of a patient
decide what youreally wanttodo." facility."
Orlando spent ayearatanagency
Ullrichrevealed that he put off
in South Fresno, Calif., providing medical school in order to volunjob training to youths from pov- teer. He said that be wants to gain
erty-stricken families.
some real-life experiences before
"InJVCI
feltlike I
educated my going oninhis education.
really exploredmy exheart andI
Ullrichsaidthat he plans on appectations. It really made a differ- plying to medical school after he
ence in helping me grow spiritu- finishes the program.
JILL SHAW /SPECTATOR
ally," Orlandosaid."Itwasachoice
Kathleen Nguyen, a business
myself
deeply.
to educate
more
I major whowillalso join JVCafter
landscaping areinjeopardydue to thecampus' rapidexpansion. Somegardeners areworried
learned alot about peoplelivingin graduation, admits that her deci- Yearsofcareful
trees that arebeingremovedfor the new construction will not be replaced.
that
the
poverty in theUnited States; I
got sion to volunteer for ayearwas not
really involved insocial justice."
easy. She said that she has had
Orlandosaid that during his ser- second thoughts about going into
viceas a Jesuit Volunteer hehad to the program.
learn how to relate to the people
"A lot of my friends think thatI
who lived in the community he shouldn't go toJVC; theysay thatI
BY BILL CHRISTIANSON
point but said a compromise has
Burke said sheis upset with the
worked in.
should stay here and get my masbeenmade with Sullivan. Morris demolition of the trees,and added
"Ihad to breakdown thebarriers ter's (degree),"Nguyensaid. "But StaffReporter
said his main concern is for the thatitisevenmore frustrating when
that go up between social classes,"
With the new architectural future. "We need to bemore care- there are no efforts for replacesaid Orlando. "People were not alpage
renovations
of the Pigott and fulabout the construction inorder ment "There is not a systematic
See JVC
4
ways so accepting," he recalled. "I
Garrandbuildings,Seattle Univer- to protect the wildlife," he said. way of removal or replacement,"
sity will soonanswer the need for Morris explained that the current she said.
According to the national avermore space andbetter quality. But construction is slowly depleting
as one issue is resolved another naturalhomes foranimals. "In or- age, only one tree is replaced for
surfaces: unbeknownst to SU stu- der to live up to our pledge as a every four trees that are removed
dents, the two constructions sites wildlife sanctuary weneedhomes oncollegecampuses. SUis creeping beyond the average, with alhavedestroyedseveneffident trees, for the animals," he said.
according to Ciscoe Morris,manready seven trees being cut down
ager for grounds and landscaping.
and withno plannedreplacements
'
SJ, sannualconvocationlast spring, With already 20 trees demolished
BY JENNIFERPANTLEO
for them,Burke said.
rejected.
sysReporter
but
was
The
current
Staff
in the past 10 years, current conBurke said the reason for the
tem was goodand alreadyinplace, struction is causing SU gardeners
There needs to be a
trees beingremovedis so thenew
There is some tension among Sullivantold them.
concern.
architecture of the Pigott and
"Independent voices need to be
faculty and administration memMorris said that the SU campus is more collective decision Garrand buildings can be viewed
bers about how much power fac- heard with the mutual respect and one of thebest landscapesinthe state.
more clearly.Burke explainedthat
ulty should have in making deci- dignity," saidEric Olsen, assistant He said the landscape hasbecome a
whendealing with the
the destroying of more trees will
sionsthataffect SeattleUniversity. professor ofpolitical science.
model for other gardens andis recoglimit theshade from the sunwhich
Youngopenedup the meetingby nized in many landscaping books.
the trees.
TheFaculty Senate at SU, led by
fate
of
willultimatelylead tomore weeds.
Dr. Richard Young, has served on saying that self interests are not MorrissaidheseesSU'spredominant
jamiBurke
"Fromamaintenancepoint ofview
the senate for six years. He dis- being well represented. Proposals anddiversegantensbecominga victim
there needs to be a more systemcussed an increase in faculty au- are being put forth and never ad- ofarchitectural greed,andsaidhe feels
atic approach,"Burkesaid. Burke
thority in curriculum and budget dressed again.Faculty shouldhave that he should have more say in the
According to Burke, SU is the added that because more than one
proposals at the May 10 senate say onhow courses are staffed.
final decision. Morris saidthat land- only university that has a desig- person isaffected by the decision,
meeting in the Wyckoff Audito"Adjunctprofessors are staffing scapeandarchitectureshouldcomple- natedbackyard wildlifeprogram in more than one person should be
rium.
more classes,"said Young."Iheard ment each other rather than conflict the state. She added that the re- involvedin making the decision.
"Facultyplay a unique and spe- a girlsay at thelast SpeakOut that witheachother.
movalof trees hasadirecteffect on
MomspraisedSullivanforthecurcialrole at SU,"said Young.'They class sizeis growing out ofcontrol
SU gardener Jami Burke said the the habitat of the campus animals. rentcompromise, butsaidhestillsees
have a commitment for disciplines and the student-to-professor ratio decision to cut down the treesis ultiMorris said that if the construc- aconcern thatcould turninto a nightand search for truth."
was toohigh. Thisconcerns me." mately andsolelyup toPresident Wil- tion continues at the current rate, mare. "Wehaveareally environmenAccording to Young, a number liam Sullivan,SJ. Sheadded that these thediverseandbeautiful gardens of tally sound type ofgardening inordei
Eric Olsen, Sandra Barker, and
Richard Young were in favor of of minority and international stu- type ofdecisions shouldbemorecol- SUwillbecome justanother down- tokeephabitat" Morrissaid. "SUhas
this empowermentproposal, while dents are not getting the helpthey lectiveandproducemoreofacompro- town monoculture look-alike. aspecialprogram andwe arefamous
Robert Spitzer, SJ, and JimRisser need. Other faculty members say misethanaone-sidedverdict "There Morris said there is abalance be- for it" he said. Morris said SUhas
opposedit.
they feel that administrationpoli- needsto be amore collective decision tweennatureandthe architecture at workedhard to establishitself andhe
According to faculty senate, the cies should be looked at, or mis whendealingwiththelate ofthetrees," SU,butheexplained thatbylosing hates toseeSU'sinternationallyrecogtopic of facultypowers was brought issue will not beresolved.
Burke said
moretrees thebalance isbecoming nizedgardendiminishbecauseofiiiuld
Sullivan,
upatPresident WilliamJ.
Morris agreedwithBurkeon this more one-sided.
milliondollar buildings.

from page 1

Gardener expresses concern for felled trees

Faculty Senate strives
for more power
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Holl

me lade oi it ncrc ftt oU, fxiflny
other concerns surfaced,including
the masculinity complex of giant
architectural structures. Historically and currently,architecture has
been a male-dominated field. According to Loretta Jancoski from
theInstitutionof TheologicalStudies, the chapel should not "have a
sense of lite that is bigger than
myself, not cluttered with a sense
of freedom." She added, "Idon't
wantthe chapeltobe toomasculine
or overpowering for females."
Holl agreed with this issue and
said he definitely wants to build a
structure that will serve apurpose
to every sort of individual, of any
gender, background or religious
faith. Jerry Pederson of administration services expressed that the
chapelshouldfacilitatepeople with
handicaps, whetheritbe the blind,
deaf or physically disabled. He
said the chapel should "be built
transparent to a variety of people."
Many concerns about the compatibility of the chapel also surfaced. Elizabeth Skofieldfrom the
CareerDevelopmentcentersaidshe
hopes die chapel will be open to
and respect other religions,saying
"Idon't want"to seecrosses everywhere I
look. Cobbansweredthis
bysayingthat thechapelwill"definitely be a Catholic chapel, but
open to other Christ denominations."
Paul Kidder, a philosophy professor,saidhehas a uniqueinterest
in thechapel. Kidderisaprofessor
ofarchitectural phenomenaandsaid
hehopes to"not onlyworshipinthe
new chapel,butteachit." Aspart of
the class, students analyze and in<ukj

from page 1

tion to the outdoors thatmany students want
Jerry Cobb, SJ, chairman of the
chapel committee said the water
garden will serve as a Baptismal
Fount wherestudentscouldbebaptized. Cobb added that the pool
structuremay startinside,thencontinue outside the chapel,servingas
a connection to nature.
Hollsaidhebelieves this chapel
is probably the most important
building on a Jesuit campus, and
therefore this building needs to be
looked upon as a sort of art piece.
"Architecture gives us a sense of
past,ofduration,"hesaid. "Garrand
isa goodexample," Holl said, referring to the incorporation of the
1890s architecture in the future
nursingbuilding.
In addition to theissueof nature

■apartTeachers
Permanent Centers

Total Training

Claws*Starting Now
LSAT Saturday 4/9 9 AM
QMAT Saturday 4/9 2 PM

1-8OO-KAP-TEST

KAPLANRULES

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY

1994 Commencement
Graduating Class Breakfast

StephenHollwas on campusrecently to listen to the universitycommunity's desiresfor thenew chapelhe has
been charged with designing. Concerns rangedfrom acoustics to baptismalfounts.

Holl explainedhe plans to take versity of Washington, Seattle is
around campus and Kidder into account the variousissuesbut familiar territory. Also workingin
said the chapel will serveas a sort also wants to use the subtle details partnership with Holl on the new
to help transcend the spirit, suchas
chapel is the local firm of Olsen/
of text tohis students.
Mechanical and systematic con- abell with a cross, the Baptismal Sundberg. Holl, now located in
cerns werealsoanissue,especially pool and the altar. Students and New York, has reached internato Lee Miley of Plant Services.
faculty seemed to be very excited tional recognitionthrough various
Miley expressed concerns about about Holl's ideas and showedthis inspirational sources. According
efficient systems that would sym- in their active participation in the to a recentfeature storyinthe New
bolize both quality and durability. discussions.
York Times, one of his latest
He saidhe wants tosee systems that
Since Holl is originally from
are easy to maintain and willcon- Washington andattendedthe UniSeeHoll onpage 4
tinue service throughmany years.
terpret different architectural structures

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
The Seattle University Alumni Boardof Governors
would like to welcome its newest members
THE CLASS OF 1994

An Invitation

Congratulations!

William J. Sullivan,SJ
President, Seattle University
and
The Seattle University Alumni Association
cordially invites you to attend
the 1994 GraduatingClassBreakfast
for graduating seniors,
graduate students andguests
on Sunday, June 12,1994
9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
Campion Tower Ballroom
Seattle University Campus

TheSeattle University Alumni Association is a non-dues-payingorganization
that offers many benefits to its membership, such as:

Graduates: Complimentary
Guests: $8 per person
Seating is limited*
seat,
your
Toreserve
please fillout an return the RSVP card
with youpayment. Extras can be picked up in the Alumni
Office and at the Campus Assistance Center.
For more information,call (206) 296-6100

" Class Auditing
" Career Seminars
" Downtown Breakfast
Scries

" Educational Conferences
" Discount Membership
at Connolly Center
" Library
Privileges

" Networking Opportunities
" Young Alum Social Events
" R<glomlEvents

,And mucf} mn

Let us know where you will be after graduation by filling out theenclosed
Alumni Cardand mailingit to the Alumni Office.
We look forward to getting to know

President of
The Alumni Association

you!

Assistant Vice President
Director of Alumni Relations

Seniors: stop by the Alumni office in the
Administration Building andpick up your
Seattle University Alumni key chain.
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Sommer willbespending thenext
two years as a Jesuit Volunteer in
2
from
Micronesia. Blank, a 1993 SU
my goal is to help people and I graduate, will be working in the
thought this is one of the ways I island republic of Truck teaching
could do this.
high school science andmath.
majored inbusi"It's funny thatI
Jennifer Ching,editorinchiefof
ness,"shesaid."But thisisa way to the Spectator, saidthatbecominga
want volunteer has been in her plans a
really want to do.I
do whatI
want tqhelp long time.
to work withpeople,I
them, and in a way bring them
"Ithought thiswas agreat thing,
happiness."
to be able to go into communities
Nguyen said she hopes to be and practice what you've been
placedin a teaching jobinAlaska. learning for the past four years,"
CathySommer andPatrickBlank said Ching.
havealready decidedto give a twoOther graduatingseniors whowill
yearcommitment to JVC'sintema- be goingin to the programinclude

whowillbe volunteeringfor ayear
atainner-cityhighschoolinBrooklyn,New York. BothJeanne Reitz
andDawn Archerwillbe servinga
yearin theBoston area. Reitz will
be workingwithat-risk schoolchildren.DawnArcher willbe working
ataday centerfor theelderly.Tessa
Venturawillbedoing AIDSministrywithchildren whohave AIDSin
Alabama.
"Whether theygo to the wilderness of Alaska, orthe inner city of
St. Louis, or an exotic place like
Nepalthey willfind areal deepening oftheirJesuit education,"Cobb
said.

Holl
frompage 3
projects was inspiredby amusical
piecebymodemartistBelaBartok.
Cobb said that SU plans to provideHollwithproperspiritualguidance just as Bartok did with his
music. "Insteadofmusicalimages,
the campus consultation is giving
StevenHoll a wealth of spiritual
images which we think will lead
him todesigna veryspiritualspace
for our chapel."
Cobb added that Holl will visit
SU againin July,which willbe the
last of the pre-schematicmeetings.

"Fall quarter willbe a time ofintense consultations," Cobb said.
"We hope to unveil an approved
schematic design by early January."
In addition, a liturgical consultant from Colorado Springs, Bill
Brown, willvisit campus June 7-8
in order to clarify some of these
same issues that surfaced during
Holl's visit. Cobb said, "He will
meet with the chapel committee
and otherinterested groups to prepare for Holl's next visitin July."

Rowan's way: critical, impassioned
be up front about whoheishere. bis students,and compares acritilike about calpaper to thepaperofacriticand
"One of the things I
Staffßeporter
being at SU is thatI
can be fully expects that (quality) in a seniormyself,
which includes being a levelclass. Asa writer,sometimes
Rev. Stephen C. Rowan of the
priest;
in fact, that'sprobably at the it's really hard for me to hear all
Englishdepartment has amessage
that criticismof myideas notmy
for the students ofSeattle Univer- core ofmy identity."
Rowan is a Catholic priest with concepts, but my structure. But if
sity: make the best use of your
can do something a lot
the Archdiocese ofSeattle,andfirst be thinks I
time.
really can."
better, thenmaybe I
associcame
to
SU
as
an
assistant
short,
the craft so
"'The life so
Inbisfuture atSU.Rowan wishes
hard to learn,'" Rowan explained, ate professor of English in 1977.
,
to
become a full professor, andis
City
York
he
Originally
fromNew
quoting from Chaucer.
Accordingto students ofEnglish now operates his own parish in interestedin becoming the director
program. But for
andliterature courses,learning with Skagitcounty. "Mytrainingiscom- of the honors
now,
simply
hewill
continue teachRowan is an exhilarating experi- parable to the Jesuits'," Rowan
ing.
ence. It'shis enthusiastic manner, observed. "Where they have their
havemyparish work."
his impassioned expression with internships,I
"The work I'm doing is very
degreein
earnedhismaster's
He
willingness
works,
andhis
literary
meaningful
to get paid for what
English in 1974 at the University
to delveinto as well as to integrate
benefit,"
Rowandedoing
a
is
liberal andconventional questions, of British Columbia. He had I'm
paid
mean,
clares.
"I
to
be
to read,
the students say. Graduate student wantedaperspectiveofthe United
think,
amazing!"
to
land,
to
talk:
it's
for an
and playwright Zan Deering seeks States from another
inspiration from Rowan's education inEnglish literature.
"The location is beautiful and
Shakespeare class as a creative elclose to friends, andit turned out
ement.
"Heisveryengaging,withaquick that they (ÜBC) were very generenvironment and interesting mate- ous in terms of what they were
rial," Deering said, reflecting on willing to offer in graduate assisRowan's style. "Also, his tance," he said.
Rowan returned to British Cointertextual knowledge is very dyFreshest Gourmet Coffee in
namic, as opposed to dry, formal lumbia in1982 for his doctoratein
Seattle withFine Dining!
English and came back to SU in
analysis."
Breakfast, Lunch,Dinner
Rowan'sdialogueisafocalpoint 1985, becoming anassociate proCoffee Roaster,
of his approach, often examining fessor. He was made chair of the
Cafe and Espresso Bar
controversial language in histori- Englishdepartmentin 1988.
"Thedepartment decidedtomake
allin one.
cal context.
"He'll say something you don't me chair to give me tenure," he
said. "It was very generous of
expect from someone wearing a
We welcome
white collar, and then you'll just them." For five years, Rowan enSeattleU.Students and
laugh and realize that it doesn't joyed this office.
Staff!
"Ihave talents for organization,
matter," said Erin VonSteuben, a
exercising
they
themif
enjoy
senior English major who trans- andI
EveryMonday is Seattle U.
ferred toSUfrom theUniversityof can be used to bring people topurpose.
for
common
The
gether
day! Receive a 10%
a
New Mexico three years ago.
English
department
had
a
lot
of
students,
likemany
VonSteuben
discount on allfood and
non-alcholic beverages
hada preconceptionof what priests changes itwanted to make andI
are like, and initially found Rowan wasable to servethe department in
withSUID.
a waythat everyone'smorale went
frightening.
"He never cracked a smile up; that gaveme personally alotof
Daily $.99Latte
throughthat whole first interview," satisfaction."
SpecialtyPizza
VonSteuben recalls. "And whenI Rowan isalsoinvolved withthe
Freshsandwiches $3.25.
realized Institute of Theological Studies,
took him as a student, I
Livemusic every Saturday
how funny and wittyandjustenter- teaching acourse on the Gospel of
taining his is. He's always en- John every three years.
evening
At 49 years old, his hobbies inthused;he's always energetic."
Rowan attributes bis enthusiasm clude playing cribbage andbackSun. 7-8, Mon.-Fri. 6-9, Sat 7-9
gammon, going to the theatre and
tohisconviction. "Oneofmyagen1000 Madison
(across from theSorrentoHotel)
das is to relieve people of their movies, reading biographies, so382-1966
whatever cializing with friends,and visiting
stereotypeof a priest
year
Ashland
twice
a
for
the
be.
may
Japanese
Study
that
Summer
"I'm trying to create amore fa- Shakespeare activities. He plans a Intensive 6-wk program at Lewis &
vorable climate,not just forpriests, sabbaticalinSeptemberofthis year, Clark College in Portland, OR July
but for the religious dimension of to visitEnglandfor some "state-of- 18-Aug 28. Earn 12 quarters brs.
life, which is something Ithink the-art Shakespeare performances Studylang. (alllevels)&culture with
people shouldbemore receptive to by greatperformers."
Japanesestudentson theme"Nature&
Rowan's students may find his the Environment." Three-day
and playful about."
"Rowan wears his black and classes fun, but thatdoesn't mean wilderness program included. Prior
white everyday, but it dissolves in his classes are easy. According to language study notrequired.Oregon/
the classroom/'Deeringnotes,"be- Rowan, he does not give Japan Summer Program 222 SW
Columbia,Suite 17S0
causeofastrongcharacterof integ- "gentlemen'sC's."
"I think he's very demanding," Portland, OR 97201
rity."
Rowan admits that part of the VonSteuben declares. "I think he Tel. (503) 223-7938 Fax (503) 223
reason for wearing the collar is to expectsatremendousamountfrom 7946
BY RALPH FOURMONT
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Professor headed for drama in France
Gottberg talked about her writing.
'm
"My workcomes out ofwhatI
thinkingabout,theissuesin mylife
and the lives of my contemporaries," she said.
"Mytraining isas anactress,but
about sixyearsagoI
startedto write
like
wasusing
becauseI
neverfelt I
enoughof my creativity."
Several of her plays not performed at SU include "Hunger,"
"The Wedding Night," "In The
TurretRoom" and "RescueMe."
Muchof Gottberg'swork focuses
on creating unique characters that
avoid being loaded with unnecessary attributes.
"There's adepth toeach characalways think about it as odd
ter. I
juxtapositions," she said.
"Itry to write characters that are
really truthful as opposed to busyingthem withalot ofpsychology."
Brian Faker, the artistic associate at New City Theater, talked
about Gottberg's characters while
puttingup the sound system.
"A lot of her characters are
double-edged.Theysayveryfunny
things thatoften come outof a very
sad,desperate place," he said.

BY AMY JACOBSEN
Staff ßeporter
XiGottberg,instructor inthefine
aitsdepartmentand directorofseveral SUplays, including "Outside
In Front Of The Door" and "The
Misanthrope," was recently
awarded three months in Cannes,
France, withallexpensespaid.She
alsoreceivedtwootherplaywriting
commissions.
A Contemporary Theater
awarded Gottberg a $1,000 commission. New CityTheater offered
her $2,000 and the La Na Poule
Arts Foundation along with US
Westand the CorporateCouncilfor
the Arts awarded her the trip to
France.
Steven Alter, A Contemporary
Theater's acting artistic director,
spoke about the reason forawarding several $1,000 commissions
given outby ACT that four people,
includingGottberg, received.
"The writers chosen are a very
talented anddiversebunch,andtheir
work is brimming with potential,"
he said. Recently Gottberg took
time tobeinterviewed on the set of
her newest production "Stript,"
soon to play at theNew City Theater.

On a dark stage surrounded by

*— tarfS^

(

*

_^

ANNAMOORE / NEW CITYTHEATHER

props andequipment that included numerous tables and a stereosysabig white bed, a large color TV, tem that was just being put in,

"Stript" willrunMay 26through
June 19. Ticket prices vary from
$10 to $12.

Gallery hosts Northwest natural artist
Manyof theinfluences inhislife
come from the Impressionist and
Post-Impressionist
shirt,
eras. Cezanne,
cap,
white
bluebaseball
black
are several
and
trench
Monet
and
Matisse
quality,"
pants
she
a tweed and red
A series ofdown-to-earth paint- isof consistentlyhigh
people
greatly
Parry
admires.
and
discussedhisideals
about
coat
ings and sketchesofNorthwestsur- said.
"One reason I
admire Matisse,
Professor JamesParry,chairman art in steady tone.
roundings and images that explore
"I'm lookingfor structure, orga- for example, is his clear, almost
perceptions and aspects of thought of the history department and the
nization,
always
harmony and beauty," he anti-art attitude to cut through this
father,
saidhis
son
by Michael Parry is on display at artist's
tendency towards tidy, produced
said.
the Kinsey Gallery through June wanted to be anartist
art," he wrote.
out
"Beauty
was
is
offavor
in
the
art
veryearly.
started
He
"He
16.
"I mean, some of the stuff he
Parry, age 29, has a style that drawing as a three-year-old," he world. There's a lot of logic in
beautyandmaking somethingbeau- signshisname toisstraightup junk
works primarily tobring forthcolor said.
applaudit
"Thishas been alifelong habit" tiful andputtingthingstogether that inmy estimation but,I
and genuine, often vibrant qualitrying
I
see itas
to break down
Particular paintings,suchas "Af- areharmonious."
ties.
easiness, slickness."
Cooper
Parry,
of
Backyard"
graduate
and
a
In
The
RebeccaBruckner
ternoon
professor
Art
"Itmakes me more sensitive to
said Parry's talent is unique for "HouseBy The1-5 Bridge,"illumi- Union College in New York, bemyphysical
environment andalso
day
in lieves that much of the art world
nate theradiance ofa sunny
someone ofhis age.
to
tend
creating
primathings are. I
how
beautiful
today
relies on
art
"Alotof timesartistswillexperi- apurelyunpretentious form.
rily for the purposes of sales and to look at things with an eye for
colors," he said.
careers.
"I tend to be kindofidealistic. I
Parry's workisavailable throughj
thinkmere's aloss of thatinthe art
world today. It's difficult to hang DavidsonGalleries andrangesfrom
about $500 to $1,000.
on to your ideals,"he said.
BY AMY JACOBSEN
Staffßeporter

ment a great deal when they're
younger. Atthis veryyoung agehe
has developeda bodyof work that

LastFriday Parry sat before his
workcladinredsneakers, ared and
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Perhaps
it's best if you
don't take
all your
educational
materials home
for summer
break.

IN TWO SHORT YEARS WITH

US. YOUR VALUE
WILL REALLY GROW.

A two-year hitchin theArmy is allit takes to become
more valuable to employers.
youspend as a
Because the two yearsafter training
maturity
discipline,
you
give
Army
team
will
member of an
that
will
qualities
andthe ability to work with others— the
job.
a
helpyoubuild a good career in worthwhile
Find out how you can make this solidinvestment in
your future. Talk to your Army Recruiter today.

1-800-USA-ARMY
ARMY.BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

WE'LL BUY
YOUR
CLOTHES!

Wash them. Dry them. Put them on
hangers. And call us quick!

R«cyc!«d Woman's Apparel
Factory 2nd's ft Off-prlc«

430-15th Aye. East

" 324-2569

They're breakable, j
bulky.
They're poten- [
They're
j
j tially incriminating.Right?
So let us hang on to j
iyour stuff this summer and
J
i we'llgive you 4 months of'
storage for the price of 3. [
iThank you.Class dismissed.

"

ttU SHLRGARD
■■BSrCRAGf CENTERS

'"■":::

1815 12th Avenue
322-5835
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The future SU: anundergraduate,
teachinguniversity?
They want to taketheWilliam J.Sullivan Honorary
Couch— thebright yellow-green, 1960s floralcouch inmy
office.

"Jen,we can'tleavethathere," the-editors said, as they
lounged onthe couchnicknamedforSullivanbyapast
Spectator staff."We'll missit too much."
Inan odd wayI
willmissthatcouchtoo.I
first saw the
Spectator
first
Istared,
my
story.
couchwhenIturnedin
mesmerized bythepsychedelic floral patternand amazed at

the signposted above:"The William J.Sullivan Honorary
CouchinHonor oftheOldBuildings."
"I'dlike to work here," Ithought.
And so, 98 Spectators later,I
find myself trying to write
a"reflection" for thelast Spectator edition111beinvolved
with.
It'sdifficult toreflect whenyou arc notremoved from
thesituation.Ido know, however,thatIwillremember the
people who sat onthe psychedelic Sullivan Honorary
couch thosepeople who satinabigroom at cluttered
desks witholdpizzaboxes,greasypapers andempty soda
cans and eventually crawled out oftheoffice (nicknamed
"the dungeon"),squinting at thelight of day.Iwillremember screaming, "Wait! Don't throw that it's an X-acto
knife! Settle yourargument outside of theoffice!"

Unfortunately,althoughI
amin
my fourth year of college, I
will
not begraduating this year.I
made
the uninformed choice of attending Washington state'sdegreefactory, the University of Washington, andwasteda year of my academic life. All I
can remember
from thatyear was walkingaround
aimlessly and complaining with
all theother undergraduates about
the school. Complaining aboutthe
UW was the one thing thatunited
us commuter undergraduates.
Because of that wasted year,I
feel alittleleft out sinceI
won'tbe
graduating with so many of my
friends. However, before all you
seniors leave Seattle University,
letme give you asneak previewof
the commencement speech Iwill
give nextyear.How doI
know that
Iwill be the senior commencement speaker? Easy. Read what
follows and you will see why the
schoolmust chooseme next year.
♥♥♥

-

{[(Four score and seven years
ago + three years) + 9] s}, in
other words, five years agoI
entered college and had a dream.I
stillhave thatdream.
I
have a dream that one day,all something to this effect). And write such an outstanding speech
classes will start after 1:00PM.
Howard Stern has beenknown to isbecauseI
standon theshoulders
*#@%SH!" of giants.
Ihave a dream that one day, say, "*#©%s!!!
your G.P.A.will notbedetermined Memorize thesebits of wisdom.
This wouldn't be a complete
byyour intelligenceandhardwork
Itisanecessity that you succeed commencementspeechifIdidnot
(Iam not smart and1do not work and make money so you can pay included these words of advice:
hard) but instead will be deter- back your college loans and do-Carpe Diem.
Iwill alsoremember some of themore difficultlessons
by
you
your
money
mined how well
wash
when Seattle Univer-Take the roadless traveled.
nate
I'velearnedfrom workingwith acreative,multi-talented,
professors' cars (Ican do that!).
sity calls you. And they will call
Yabba-Dabba-Dooo!
strong-willedgroup ofpeople. I
willremember thatno
Butnow that weare graduating, you,call you, and call you about
-Life is short. Play hard.
we can finally sing that beautiful donations. When theydocallyou,
-Wheaties. It's the breakfast of
matter how manypeople ask, "Why didn't you dothis?"or
spiritual,
"Free at last,free at last; ask not what Seattle University champions.
"Why didyou dothat?"that you cannotplease everyone. I
thank God Almighty, we are free can dofor youbut what you cando
-Just doit!
willremember that it's important for people you work with
University.
last."
for
Seattle
at
-Success throughpositive thinktohave their own space, their ownunique way toget things
Together wecan make akinder ing.
In the working world, the only
done.
thing you must fear is fear itself. and gentler nation that may one
-Be all the you canbe.
Youcanalsobe
-Never overMost importantly, rather thancouchesorbuildings or
frightened by
unemployment,
the sign of an
office budgets, Iwillremember Ihad funduringmy underunoriginal
murder,
and
rape,
graduate years in thedungeonand at Seattle University. A
gangs, and the
limited mind.
major factor inthe quality ofmy experiences here wasthe
Mafia.I
cannot
emphasis on undergraduateteaching. With the integrationof
♥♥*
help you with
murder, rape,
thelaw school, theratioofundergraduates to graduates will
—
gangs, or the
It's too bad
bealmost equal andthereis adanger that SUmayloseit
Mafia,
I
you
graduating
but
can
emphasis onundergraduate education. I
hope thisdoesnot
help you with
seniorswon'tbe
happen. Iwant future generations ofstudents toenjoy this
unemployment.
able to hear me
undergraduate,teaching-orienteduniversitymat I
have
If you are ever
read my ultiunemployed, I
mate
commencement
suggestyou sell
your blood,plasma, orsperm. This day be able to spell potato cor- speech. AllI
can say is:"GOOD
For more senior staff reflections,see pages4A and5A.
at
to
LUCK!"
you
rectly.
youspell
potato
will least allow
maintain
Do
with or
your college lifestyle. And again, without an "c"?Potato orpotatoe?
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Jennifer Ching, RafaelCalonzo Jr. and
Thank you! Thank you! Please Phan Tran is a senior majoring in
you must remember that the only
Chris Jones. Signed commentariesand cartoons reflect theopinions oftheauthors
know philosophy. Thisishislastcolumn
thing you must fear is fear itself. do not applaud too much. I
andnot necessarily thoseof the Spectator, or thatofSeattleUniversityoritsstudent
great American authors that this speech was incredible, for this year. He will return next
Two
body.
who together have sold several butI
amahumble personanddon't year on the stipulation that he
The Spectator welcomesletters to theeditor. Lettersshouldbe nolongerthan300 millionbookshavethis tosayabout need your enthusiastic applause.I receives 31checks for$12.46 from
wordsinlength andmust includesignatures,addressesand telephonenumbersfor leading a successful life. Rush must admit my speech has been hisreaders.Pleasesend themoney
verification during daytime hours. All letters are subject to editing, andbecome Limbaughsaid,"Blah,Blah,Blah, influenced by some very great to theSpectator
officeorhewillrun
property of the Spectator. Send letters via campus mail or postal service to:
Blah,
Blah,
at
(or
people.
only
offtoGermanyandbecomeananny.
Blah!"
least
The
reason
I
could
The Spectator,SeattleUniversity,BroadwayandMadison,Seattle. WA 98122.or

—

—
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Ask not what
Seattle University
can do for you but what you
can do for

Seattle University.

sende-mailto Spoctator@seattlou.odu.
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Beyond the Third Wave
Following thepublication of mylasteditorial onJapanesepolitics,I
was approachedby
severalpeople whosaidmycolumn wasinteresting but wondered what it had to do with
American events. Once again, evidence'of
American provincialism, so naked in itsnaivete,causedme tore-examinethenecessity of
internationalism.
European nations have grown accustomed
to remaining aware of the politics of foreign
capitols. Conversely, the United States has
paid grudging attention to the activities of
foreign nations as a result of international
upheaval. Frequently, this attention was followed by costly and divisive wars.Asaresult
of this history it is easy to see why most
Americansarereticent tofollow foreignevents.
However,muchhas changedin the world.

Themotivationfonntemationalismisnolonger

primarily military,but aresult ofnecessity and
convergentinterests amongsimilarnations.In
other words, the primary reason for understanding what is happening in Japan is not
because we mayneed to fight awar there,but
because Japanis sovery muchlikeusandboth
ofournationalinterests are very similar.This

CONSCMCEOFA
WILL TO POWER

space-stations, particle-accelerators, and sat-

ellite technology is becoming dependent on
the existence of multinational economic and
scientific cooperation.Indeed,according to an
October 29Science article,one ofthereasons
thattheSupenx>lUdtagSuperCc«duaorproject
failed wasfor alack ofinternational financial
support.

Manny Romero

is true of notjust Japan andtheUnited States,
but of allthe industrialized nations.
Alloftheindustrializednationsarecommitted to solving our internal public policy debates throughthe democratic process and we
areallcommitted togenerating wealth through
free-market economies. Tobe sure, there are
significant differences in the public philosophies thatinformthedemocratic andeconomic
machinations of thesenations.But of greater
significanceis the fact that neverbefore have
somany nations agreedon somuch.
In addition to thegrowing similarities inthe
industrialstates' behavior,there isanincreasingdegree ofeconomic partnership. International consortiums are becoming the sign of
the times. Thisis particularly evident in the
'big-science'projectssponsoredby theindustrializednations' governments.Thesuccess of

versationalists allacrossthefruited
plain take warning: I
will challenge you to think by presenting
fact and analysis. This has been
known to causeheadaches inliberals andthe ill-informed."
Rush Limbaugh. The name is
guaranteed to provoke a strongreaction. In the private sector, it's
usually positive. In academia and
the public sector,venomous.Itgoes
something like this: Russshh
Limmmbaughh, you like him?!
Why, he's a fat, sexist, racist,
bigoted, bombastic, hate-mongering,arch-conservative,right-wing,
gun-nut,meat-eatinghomophobe!"
"Have you ever heard his show
orreadhis writings?"
"Well, no, but I
don't have to
to
listen to that trash know what
he's all about"
Rushcriticsbase theirdistasteon
whatthey'veheard abouthim without hearing for
themselves.Also,in
our politically correct and timid climate,weneedtoremember that Rush
is an entertainer,
who often "illus-

ImcCaljley

...

1} Spectator Columnist
group that raises money for a family who lives in a car or shelter.
Rather,he chastises the well-paid,
middle-class "advocates" who
makebigbucks administeringsilly
programs like the group"Project
Dignity," which actually spent
money producing a video entitled
"Dumpster Dining," a how-to on
eating from trash canst Another
groupprovidedhomeless withspecialnew shopping cartsas a wayto
justify its existence. This money
could have bought food or warm
clothes,andthese people shouldbe
criticized for exploiting thehomeless toline theirownpockets.Alcoholic Anonymous volunteers doing their'Twelfth Step"work,and

—

iiiihiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii

trates absurdity by

beingabsurd." Takinghis'bits' out
context, his critics manipulate
blic opinion.
Heisoften maligned for his expression, "Feminazi." Budding
feminists convulse over this,thinkingit refers to all feminists. Actually, Rush says, "a Feminazi is a
feminist to whom the most important thing is ensuring that as many
abortions as possible occur. There
are fewer than twenty-five known
Feminazis in the United States."
Hmmph.
One of Rush's biggest national
critics is columnist Molly Ivins.
She wrote, "It's not his humor I
object to; it's his targets: women,
children, dead people, the homeless, and animals."Ivins hasn'tlistened. Let's take the homeless,for
example.Rushdoesn't"target" the
homeless, rather "homeless advocates" whoprofit from others'misery, claiming to represent them.
Rushdoesn'tattackthelocalchurch

t

various other groups, quietly do
more, with far fewer resources, to
effectivelyhelp the homeless help
themselves, than any big-budget
groupproducing videos.AndRush
is right for pointing it out.
Rush critics, perplexed by his
enormous appeal,callus "robots,"
under the spell of an evil demagogue.Nonsense. Rush's popularityispredictable.Hepromotespursuing excellence,ruggedindividualism, and the other fundamental
principles thatmade America great.
He validates what his 18 million
listeners already believe. Most
Americans,evenmanyliberals,live
conservative lives. Take feminist
Rushcritic,New York Timescritic
AnnaQuindlen,forexample.While
she stridently supports 'Take Your
Daughter to Work Day' and other
feminist slogans concerning
womens' new roleinsociety, what
does she actually do?She's amarried, stay-at-home mom. She

powerthroughadvancedtelecommunications

combined witha generation weanedon rapid
societal changehas produced a culture that is
transnational. Thereality of this transnational
phenomenon or what Toffler calls the Thud
Wave is realizedin the shared tenets of our
culture.For instance, denizens ofNew York,
L.A.or Seattle have more in common with
people in Bonn,Osaka orParis than they do
withpeople who liveinrural Tennessee.
This transnational culture has been forged
throughthe constantcollapsingoftime andspace.
Jet engines hurlus toand fro. Telecommunications collapse the distances between people to
seconds. Icanpop on the Internet and talk to
friends inTokyoandLondonsimultaneously.It
is difficult to say today what theresults ofthis
transnational techno-solidaritymayachieve.But
itis certainthatthetransnational cultureishere to
stay.Hopefully,I'llsee you out there.

...

telecommutes her columns to the
paper while raising her kids and
running her house. Rush reveals
political hypocrisies that nobody
else will.
Mainstream Americansarethe majority,andRush fans are mainstream
people.Recently,National Organizationfor (liberal)WomenpresidentPat
Irelandcalledforanorange juiceboycott toprotest Florida orangegrowers,
who hiredRush to advertise orange
juice. NOW alerted the media that
mere was tobe a massive protest ata
Florida grocery store, and that the
women of America were anti-Rush.
Media showed up for the "massive
protest," which consisted of Ireland
and three cronies. Pullingup in their
Jaguar,they weregreetedbyhundreds
ofRushfens— mostly female— who
had gathered todemonstrate NOW's
paltry support TheRushfans bought
out thestore's orangejuicesupply,and
donatedit to charity,whileIrelandand
herthree friends left,humiliated Regular Americans had won the day. Just
when liberals think
they have everything

Rush Limbaugh. The name is
guaranteed to provoke a
strong reaction.
—

interview in the November issue of Wired,
Toffler describes this new culture coming
about as aresult of the "info-intensive countries whose economics dependnot on thehoe
orthe assembly-line buton brain-power."
Themass organizationofinternationalbrain-

Similarities between theeconomic and political structures of the industrialized nations
and their growingdependenceoneachothers'
economies constitute the parameters ofinterdependence.There islittledoubt thatinterdependenceis a very new phenomenon. While
there is a new consensus, this should not be
confusedwithharmonyamong nations.There
are significant divisionsthatexistbothamong
theindustrialized states and between the industrial and agrarianstates.
Butthe similaritiesamongtheindustrialized
states willdefineourera. Indeed,thesimilarities go far beyondour economic andpolitical
institutions. Asaresult of what futurist Alvin
Toffler refers to as the significance of rapid
societal change thereis anew culture springing-up from within theindustrialized democracies.Thisnew cultureisas different, Toffler
political science
asserts, from the one that spawned it as the Manny Romerois a senior
industrialculture is fromagrarianculture. Inan major. This is his last Spectator column.

Critics too quick to change station
lASHLEY
(Fadein music:ThePretenders'
"Back to Ohio.") A deepmasculinevoice booms:"Greetings,con-

7

the media,academia,

the WhiteHouse,and

—

both houses ofCongress along comes
Rush,speakingforthe
majority. They don't
have
like it and
evenintroducedfederal
legislation that would takeRushoff the
air,provinganundeniable truth:liberals thinkRush's America,one of hard
work, andequality of opportunity instead of equality of result, and freedom,threatenstheirvisionofAmerica.
Liberals want toregulate, control and
engineer every facet of Americans'
lives.Gosedminds,restrictedspeech,
anddependenceupongovernmentare
liberals' tools of social tinkering. Seattle University, Kke most colleges,
encouragesliberalismandconformity

CAMPUS COMMENT

What will you remember
from this school year?
"The thingI
remember
most this

yearis Outdoor
Experience."

RachelShulman

Freshman / Premajor

"Iremember not beingable
to play at Quadstock,even
though theywanted us there."

Christian Moses
Sophomore / Physics

"Idon't remember this
year."

Maureen Campbell
Freshman / Pyschology &
Philosophy

"The most memorable
thingisBattle of the Bands."

Kevin Wright
Junior /LiberalStudies

.

Betbreyousuccumbtotheneatlypack-

agedUtopiantheories,before you conform to theinsular view thatAmerica
is unfair, before you condemn Rush
withoutlisterringto orreadinghisarguments, open your mindand honestly
decide for yourself You willbe sur-

don't
"My answer is that I
anything
of
remembermuch
this year."

Tom Monahan
Sophomore /History
Ashley McCauley is a senior
English major. This is her last
Spectator column.

Compiled andphotographed
byAnthony Del Porto
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Hanging,stoning, crucifixion more appropriate than lethal injection
By the time these words see the light of
day, CharlesR.Campbellmay wellbe dead,
barring a last minute court-ordered stay of
execution, or a commutation of bis death
sentence from Gov.Mike Lowry,neither of
whichnow appearslikely.
Campbell, whosemurders of two women
andalittle girl over a decade ago made him
Washington's leading bogey-man, and our
favorite candidate for early retirement, is
about to take ashortdrop downalong chute,
and therebypreserve Walla Walla's claim to
beingnumber one hangtown inAmerica.
Campbell could have opted for lethalinjection, hadhe not deliberately let pass the
deadlinefor making that decision.As things
nowstand,itappearshe'11get the rope,which
is cause for celebration among those of us
who get a bit misty-eyed over dying traditions.
suppose it was civilizedofus to give him
I
the choice. Hanging can be such a sloppy
business, what with therisk ofdecapitation,
shouldthe hangmanletamandrop toofar,or
slow strangulation, should the condemned
not drop far enough. Doing it just right,
leaving the proper length of rope to suit
atmospheric conditions and the condemned
man's weight, so that the spinal vertebrae

fires a single pistol shot
break just so, resulting
in the so-called
into the back of the con"hangman's fracture,"is
demned person's head.
It's quick, it's easy, and
a tricky art, and one
whosepractitioners are
it's cheap. No costly delays, no strung-out aphard tocome byinthese
Quest Columnist
peals. But no dramatic
post-Wild West days.
Even when the hangman is on his game, ritual either,andno pre-gamehype and anxiwhenhescoresmaximummarksfordropand ety.Ittakes all the fun out of it.
snapandswing, there'sstillthemessymatter
Electricchairs andgaschambersandfiring
squads
of vacatedbladder andbowel.
are all just fine for getting the job
still,
done,
you
good
But
can't beat a
old-fashbut they don't carry any real risk of
fordramatic
TheFrench
banging
things
going wonderfully wrong. Any old
ioned
effect.
(the
guillotine
to
fool
can
something
push abutton or throw a switch or
wereon
withthe
pull
trigger.
was
a
nice
a
plopping
head
into the basket
touch), butevenit wasnomatch for the utter
But leadingaman up13stepstothegallow
elegance andsimplicity of the Anglo-Saxon
rope trick.
platform, throwing a hood over his head,
China,thatmost-favorednation,leads the cinching thenoosearoundhis neck, with the
worldinexecution.While Beijingrefuses to longknottucked up behind theear justright,
disclose the number of people the govern- and the electrically activated trap-door the
mentputs to death (it's a "state secret," they only concession to modernity, why, that's
say),Amnesty International figures thatlast style, and a fitting way for an anti-hero to
year's total was at least 1,419, and that the makehis last grandappearance.
actual number may be somewhat higher.
Much as I
look forward to the big show,
under,
With somanypeople toput
Chinahas I'msticking with mybet that Campbell, the
had todeviseefficient andinexpensivemeth- punk, will still find a way to get the needle.
ods.A summary conviction is followed by a And it's still possible that legal wrangling
trip to the backyard, where the executioner overthestate'smaking himchoosehismode

ANTHONY
BROUNER

oftravel to thehereafter will furtherpostpone
his appointment withSt.Peter.
propose mat thelegislature eliminate the
I
lethalinjectionoptionandinsteadgo back to
thebasics.Givethecondemned thechoiceof
hanging or stoning, or maybe crucifixion,
and then carry out the executions publicly.
Suchmethods aremorein keeping withour
cultural traditions.
Public execution would help restore our
sense of community purpose, and the revenue from ticket sales might go a long way
toward balancing the state'sbooks. Andfor
those members ofthe justice-mindedpublic
unable to attendlive and in person, there's
alwayspay-per-viewtelevision.Farewellparties couldbeheldinhomes andbarroomsand
churchbasementsallacrossthe state,opened
with the singing ofthe national anthem and
closed with a prayer and a toast to the
executioner's skill.
fear this state lacks visionaries.
Butalas,I
Rather thancelebratebarbarism,weprefer to
sanitize it, as though to pretend it is something other than that.Lethal injection sucks
want
the life right out of the exercise, andI
nothing to do withit
AnthonyBrounerisasenior journalismmajor.

French in France program changes student's perception of U.S.
Ml
SRAEI,
Buest Columnist
Bonjour from Seattle University
on theotherside of the world.Four
packed upmy bags,
months ago I
kissed loved ones good-bye and
moved to France. Iwas one of the
12 students that decided to spend
two quarters abroad with SU's
FrenchinFrance program. Winter
quarter we unfortunately lost one
studentwhoneeded toreturnhome.
But we picked up Lillian Welch
who stoppedby to visither aunt (a
FIF student 12 years ago who decided to stay) on her way home
from the Calcutta program and
turned her 10-day visit into four
months.This spring there was also
the additionofsevenmorestudents
and another professor.
We live and go to school in
Grenoble, a mid-sized city in the
French Alps. Mostlive with families but a few have apartments or
rent rooms. Winter quarter we
fought our way through threehours
ofFrench class a day with French
professor Victor Reinking. In Seattle, three hours wouldn't have
seemed like that much, except for
the fact that after those threehours
of grueling grammar and vocabularymemorization weleftthe classroom only to befaced withanother
21hours ofFrench.This spring we

dents indie program, that this program has been veiy well thought
have spoken with
out Students I
studyingatGrenoble University are
overwhelmed with the difference
in teaching styles, language, cultural adaptation andfeelingsofisolation. FIFminimizes theunneeded
stresses so we can focus on the
language and have a chance to enjoy it. I
am not saying that the
programisperfect.Therehavebeen
some questionsby students as to if
having one course taught in English this spring,while interesting,
is hindering our progress with the
French language. But as a whole,
this program does everythinginits
power to makeFrance,French,and
ourlivingexperienceaccessibleand
comfortable.
When Icame to France, Iexpectedmyperceptionof Europe to
change. What surprised me was
how my perception of the United
States has changedintheprocess of
COURTESY Of JESSIE ISRAEL
Theauthor exploringFrance
adapting to another culture. The
U.S.is everywhere.One nightin a
are just finishing the last of the your own.
ques- bar we were speaking with some
French grammar and beginning to
Before Icame to France I
focus on theliterature and culture tionedtheFIFprogram's methods. Frenchstudents.One studentleaned
of France, two classes taught by Like many, Ithought that it might over to SU student Jason Brown
Paul Milan. We are also taking a just be SU uprooted and trans- and askedifAmerica wasscaredof
Europeanpolitics course taughtby planted into aFrench city. Iwon- France. What intrigues me even
Connie Anthony. Now it has be- dered if the absence of a French more than the question was what
come a bit easier to function in university and French professors caused our response to it. After
would hinder my learning so I leaving the bar we laughed, the
everyday life.
Movingin with aFrench family wouldn'treceivetheentire "French wholeidea seemed soabsurd. But
have experi- now in retrospect, I
wonder if the
has been anadventure and a half, experience." Now I
complete
egoism
to
of
trying
explain
program.
from
to
in French encedthe
I
havetalked
the U.S.isall
inmany
good,
study
tortilla
that
ifincrediblecultures
are
peanut
what a
is or what
students
other
abroad
butteris tohavingtoliveina family programs. I
have come to the con- not smothered by this all-consumenvironment again after living on clusion,along with manyother stu- ing attitude. Through our stay in

France we have seen French governmentby to take a stand against
this phenomenonby making English wordsillegal inFrench adver-

The student riots that became
violent inParis, Lyons and Nantes
a while ago drew 10,000people to
Grenoble. For weeks students protested against the C.1.P., anew bill
enacted to lowerthesalary for university graduates to about the
equivalent ofU.S.minimum wage.
The bill was created in order to
createmore jobs.Grenoble's demonstrations stayed calm according
tomyhost father,aGrenoblepolice
officer, because itis just not in the
Grenoblois nature to become vio-

Grenoble is a laid-back town.
Situatedin the Alps,it attracts lots
of skiers,athletes,and people who
justlike to enjoy diemountains.In
some ways it is very similar to
Seattle. Grenoble is,inmy opinion,
awonderful place to live.In fact,it
was justrated "mostlivable city in
France."
Hopefullyby the time wearrive
home we will be speaking fluent
French.Evenwithallthe hardships
and struggles, especially the first
two months, it has already been a
successful trip. We haveadaptedto
another culture and for the most
part come out loving it. Nobody
here can deny the fact that it has
changed our lives.
JessieIsrael isasophomore inthe
French in Franceprogram.

Letters

SU'sathleticandintramuStudents on Athletic Director search committee 'were denied' promoting
ral program. Furthermore, Joe works

In17 daysI
willbe graduatingfrom cpenmindandcarefiillyevaluatedeach
Seattle University but before I
do I person. Joemadeittothe top 10.Then
wanted to say something about the he made it to the topsix.ThenJoe was
position of Athletic Director.I
agree gone. He was denied the opportunity
withall the faculty andstudents who for a "campus visit" to see how he
wantJoe Sauvage to fill thatposition. interacted withdifferentgroupsaswell
Iwas also onthe first committee that as aninterview. (Likehedidn'tknow
crossedhimoffourlistofpossibilities. the campus or anything about
WhenI
firstbecameinvolvedinthe intramurals and athletics.) The two
process of choosing anew director,I otherstudents who were onthe comthought thatI
might bebiased toward mittee withme werealso pushing for
hischancesataninterview seeingthat
Joe,andnotreallyconsider any ofthe
in
it
didn't cost him anything to flyhim
applicants.
other
ButI
went withan

here for avisit But we, the students, palingintheleague.Isn't thatwhatSU at theConnolly Center everyday with
needs?Aperson whodoesn'tbelievea the staffandis already aware of the
were denied.
Being an athlete, I'vehad alot of day's workissitting in the office and problems that need tobe addressed.
doingall this administration workbut
Myjobasamember of thecommitcontact with Joeandhis work.Whathe
has donefor thisuniversity interms of also getting involved with the people tee was topick theperson whowould
athletics thepast four yearsI'vebeen andplayers?
be the best athletic director for this
here is amazing. Our publicity has
Asfarashisexperienceand ageare university. After all the resumes and
increased tremendously inthe papers concerned, whocouldbemoreknowl- interviews,I
stilltruly believethat Joe
television;
edgeable
consequently,making
and
aboutSUthan someone from is the best man for the job. SU just
people more aware ofwhatSUhas to within?Weknowthat wewon'thaveto needs to give him the opportunity he
oflerathkticalry whkhmeans higher worryaboutloyalty orenthusiasm.Joe deserves.I
hope the next committee
enrollment.He'snotonly working with hasbeen the most dedicatedperson I doesn'tmake thesamemistake wedid.
jame rrencn
theintramural teamsbut he's partici- know to Supporting, organising and
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After four years ofprocrastination withoccasional stintsofhard
work, what do graduating seniorshave to show for themselves other
than a smaller braincell count and enough loans that couldhave
easily gone downfor a sports car? The answer is: they will leave
SeattleUniversity with some very rich experiences. In "Laudis"
Latin forpraise and commendation we are allowing our future
alumni a chance to publicly reflect on their formative experiences at
Seattle University.

—
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—

What's on Seniors'

going to
do after

Minds

(and
Seniors-to-Be's)

As June approaches, graduating seniors
and underclassmen alike ponder their future
BY PATRICK JAIKA

Staff Reporter

Vmin ROTC,soI
am going
to be secopdlieutenant and
s?|$e$cal
service corps lam
going tofiy:fae&copters inthe
medical service corps and be
niediyac pildi and|?up going
to
lives foe fot>t y^ars in
Gennany.

:-BriciDryjnwaiOj:Physics.
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f am extreme!}' looking
forward to graduation
because I
have a job and f
found oul dialIgoing to be
woridog it* Germany, I'm
reallyexcited. J think SU has
givenme phenomenal
education thnursing,
Cindee Kook,Nursing

graduate, Iam
AfterI
workingat the Campus
Assistance.'Center all
summer, doing orientation
work,moviogioto ahottse,
and that's all I
know of as far
"
■

■

Every year, many college
seniors approach graduation
with mixed emotions of joy, to
be bringing to a close four or
more years ofhard work, and
pain, from severing the close
ties with a support group of
teachers and students, andreally going it alone for the first
time.
Work or graduate school?
Volunteer workor takingayear
off? These are all important
questions which run through
theminds of seniors.
Howcanoneensureasmooth
transition when the time to
graduate comes?
HelenA. Laßuoy, director of
the Seattle University Career
Development Center, said,
"Thecenter has alot tooffer the
students. We workonaone on
one basis withthe students."
For the students whoare not
sureabout what type of career
they wouldlike to pursue, the
career center has a computerized system called Cigi Plus
which tests the students in a
wholerangeofareasinorder to
focus onthestudents' strengths.
Although SUstudentMaggie
Gazarek is in her sophomore
year, she is already planning
her future goals. "Ienjoy working with people, soIwouldlike
"
to teach orbea journalist, she
said. She has taken the initiative to use Cigi Plus to find out
asmuch as shecanabout what
options she has.
Many students come to college with a rough idea about
what field of study they would
like topursue. MaryStafford, a
junior at SU, is a philosophy
major who would like to be a
teacher. "Ihavenever been to
the career center," she admits,
"butmaybe thatisbecause I
like
philosophy." She is thinking of
going to graduate school, and
eventually getting a doctorate.
Dominic Inouye, an English
major who will graduate this

summer, had a tough time
making the decision to go to
graduateschool. Hestarted out
as a bio-engineeringmajor because he wasinterested in developing prosthetics for disabled people, so he took general science and humanities
classes.He only decided to become an English major in his
senior year.
"Theculmination ofinformation and knowledge over the
past four years at SU was what
helpedguidemy decision," he
said. 'It was not too much ofa
changebecauseI
hadtaken English classes all along.
"With a degree inEnglish literature, I
thinkI
can offera lot,
especiallyafter graduateschool
and a doctorate," Inouye said.

"I think English literature has pinnacle of which culminated
an aspect of transcendence that to his recent experience on the
Ithink iscrucial to society."
seniors retreat. 'The retreat got
The career center also offers me to think about things thatI
the students guidanceinhow to needed to be thinking about. It
write resumes, and how to in- wasgood togoaway,not necesterview for jobs. "We conduct sarily to get away, but to focus
mockinterviews andvideotape on where I
was at. The other
them," Laßuoy said. "We try to seniorsgavemeabasis ofwhere
dowhat wecan to help the stu- Iwasat," headded.
dentsbe successful."
The Career Center has a seKyle Langan, a graduating niors support group,approprisenior at SU, left high school atelynamed "Senioritis," which
with theidea that he wanted to provides alltypesof support for
beateacher someday. "Ifinally seniors. The center has lists of
made up mymind inmy senior jobs which seniors can apply
year that teaching was really for, and advice and strategies
what I
wanted to do," he said. for seniors to use to apply for
"MyeducationatSUhas greatly jobs.Laßuoy said, "Sinceallthe
reinforced my will to teach." bigcompaniesare down-sizing,
Kylealso said thatSUhadbeen the strategy is to apply tosmall
full of pleasant surprises, the companies."

1

Answering the Challenge
Julia
brumbaugh

This present moment, like all
fleeting, but this
momentis different fromothers
in a particular way because it
calls forth fromus celebration
andnostalgia, visionandreflection. We sensethatthis place,as
wehaveknown it,willneverbe
again, and yet somehow it will
always remain with us as we
scatter and embark on our futures which we see before us
pregnant with.possibility and
the promise of the fulfillment of
our dreams.
Butbefore wego,as westand
inthis uniquemoment between
an ending and a beginning, we
have to ask ourselves a question.Itis a unique questionbecause this isa Jesuit university
and this community has promised us it would educate our
whole person, and so we must
ask whathaslifeatSU taughtus
about living?What hasthiscommunity of students and teachers,and weareallboth,givento
us that wecantake withus that
will informour lives? Whattools
for living, separate from our
academic or professional disciplines, do we leave with that
perhaps distinguishthiseducation fromothers?
moments, is

Partof theanswer to that question wouldbe tosay thatthepast
four years have taught me a lot
about time and money and action.Timehasbeencentral tomy
experience here because there
neverseems tobeenoughofitIn
my mind, my mental discourse
says Ishould study more, read
more, work more, exercisemore,
and at theendof theday thereis
always alist of things thatdidn't
quite get finished thatI'll try to
squeezeinto tomorrow.
My years here have been
marked by trying to cram too
much activity into what seems
like too little time. What this
university has offered me,
amidst the craziness of university life, between the appointments inmy daily planner, isa
rareoffer to liveanother way.
Itis a message that helps me
to resist the temptation to get
suckedinto themythof ourculture that you cannever be too
busy, that idle time is wasted

action...with tasks...and there
will always be more to do.But
what willbethecharacterofour
action? Thatwillbe determined
by the momentsinourlivesthat
are reflective,by our ability to
be present to ourselves, to the
needs of others, and to the will
of God.
If our lives are spent in constant business,andstillness and
silencearerelegatedtotherealm
of the useless, then we risk action thatis rash, that is meaninglessor evenharmful. If,however,if we rise to the challenge
implicit in the mission of this
university and brings our lives
aspirit ofreflection,and the gift
of presence,an our action, the
business of our lives willmore
likely be informed with meaning, with justice,and withlove.
leave
Thechallenge then thatI
with,that SUleaves us with,is
the challenge to take quiet moments, to reflect on whatisimportant, to ask ourselves the
tough question about how we
spend ourtimeand then,inlight
of that reflection,thatlistening,
toact in sucha way that what
we believe in is clear for all to
see. Because as we know, actions speak louder thanwords.

time and that somehow,silence
is abnormal. The community
here struggles to suggest that
too busy does exist, that idle
time and silence are both possible and necessary inthe context ofour lives.
This message comes to me
through the spirit of reflection,
the gift of presence, and the articulation and actiononcertain
values that I
see and feel here.
This message is often hard to
discernbut careful observation
revealsthatthismessageislived
ourinseveral ways.Itis seenin
thefact thatSUisstilla teaching
university, thatoffice hours are
posted and the invitationis extended to come and work
through the harder lessons, to
beconnected. It isembodied in
student development wherethe
staff struggles tolive outa ministry of presence and to offer
students a space for reflection,
for questions, for listening. Itis
demonstrated when the community struggles with issuesof
justice, and when it acts and
serves together.
Because, you see, the other
lessonSUhas taughtmeisabout
action. We are all going to act. Julia Brumbaughgraduates with a
Our lives will be filled with degree in philosophy.
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AUlarogotogtobedoing

gradual© Fid
As sooa as I
planning on traveling for at
lejist 3 to 4 months ormore.

Fulfilling Body and Soul
Originally, this reflection began with along quote fromDag
Hammarskjold, an explanation
and application ofit to my life at
stopped
present...and then I
myself. Thankfully, an English
professorinformedmelast year
thatI
havea tendency to over- rink. And a second and ahundredth. With a good friend.
write.
course,
knewthat
Whom Ishould like to wed
already
Of
I
now.
How
If only they didn't
someday.
andam faringbetter
Exiton Brooklyn.
thatcriticism
close
theLast
wonderfullyI
took
(itprobably helped thatshetold A coffeehouse, not a rink. Oh,
didn't fall once.
me shereceived the same com- andI
have,thereThe first out-of-state trip
mentyearsearlier).I
fore, comprised a short list of which went beyond Oregon,
moments and musings which Idaho, and B.C. So a drive
areworth my revisiting beforeI through Wyoming and Colobecomeanalumnus.First, there rado to see the Pope doesn't
sound exciting. It was. With
were many "firsts."
Yes,
The first kiss.
the first. good friends. Precursor to my
hope.Why did long driving trip to graduate
But notthelast.I
I
listthisfirst? Perhapsit sounds school inMilwaukee.
There were also some pleasendearing?
surprises.
ant
perSpeaking of near-perfect
formances, there were several
I
wassurprised tofind people
of which Iam proud. At the who took their spirituality seriously, people who sought for
helmof my guitar.
truth,for justice, forGod,intheir
sing.
Or
at
I
also learned to
least breathe and sing at the own ways.People not afraid to
claim to be a Catholic. Or an
same time.
The first 21st birthday. Isay atheist.
Pleasantly surprised to see
"thefirst." May therebemany,
for whereelse do I
head for in three good friends marry three
August but the state of steak good peopleone summer. Surand hops? Wisconsin. If they prised tohavecaught thegarter
have
don't pull double-tall mochas at one of them. So now I
deal.
Big
two.
Milwaukee,
in
thenPapp'sBlue
Pleasantly surprised to have
Ribbon will have to do.
had
the opportunity to ask a
Thefirst airplane flight. In a
two-seated, open-cockpit bi- certain someone out as a freshplane. In Idaho. With a good man,have a cheap sushi lunch
friend.I'venever beeninaregu- at Uwajimaya, not to date this
person for four years, accomlar plane before.
The first trip around an ice nsnv her to the senior dinner

DOMINIC
INOUYE

graduate,I
Alter I
am going

to find an apartment and job

and go to graduate school.
Jo.International
Gloria I

BasfaKSS

COURTESY DOMINICINOUYE

JenniferFritz andDominicInouye hairinggood, dean fun.
dance, and have pasta, turkey,

and vodka. What more could
you want?Froma good friend.
Pleasantly surprised to have
someoneattempt toinjectalittle
spontaneity into my life.Ihope
it worked. To have this person
alsoinjectinmea nostalgiafora
placeI'venever known inatime
I'veneverseen.ToloveEngland,
Lewis,Forster. Toloveroses.
Pleasantlysurprised to at last
use the words "best friend."
had "best friends"
Genuinely.I
guessI
infirst grade. I
alsohad
my first kiss in first grade, too,
but that doesn't count. Or mathad "best
ter inthisparagraph.I
friends" in 6th grade,in9th, in
12th. But only in the last four
years I
truly claim certain per-

—
—
sons and they me

as com-

panions. To tell a woman you
loveherand notexpect thatfirst
kiss.Thatis friendship. To tella
manyoulovehim .well,thafs
friendship too.To give oneself,
body and soul.
supposeI
I
shouldlike to end
with a summary, a conclusion.
Warning: Danger of overwriting. "Body and soul" lends itself nicelyenough to an ending,
doesn't it? These "firsts" and
"surprises,"thesemomentsand
musings, have nourished just
that, have been the side dishes
to themaincourse ofeducation
at SU.Mybody and soul.

Fm goingto Georgia to be a
juvenileprobation officer.
Susan Roe, Criminal Justice

..

Dominic Inouye graduates with a
degree in English.

Tantsha VanLeaven,
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FOUR YEARS AT
SEATTLE
UNIV
THE
You have no idea
BY KURT HANSON
AdvertisingManager

One man that truly
mustreceive gratification from
many ofthe staffmembers is the
Over the past three years, I great Rico Tessandore. This is
have worked asa staffmember an individual who has worked
of the great Spectator. Many todevelopnot onlyhimself but
people view the paper as lame, also thoseof the staff members
unimportant and sometimes thathehired duringhis tenure.
controversial. But what many Rico, has pulled his hair out,
people don'tunderstand is that yelled andworkedwithallofus
there is a lot of effort that gets during his two year tenure as
wish him
put into the newspaper on a the editor inchief. I
the best inall of his adventures
weekly basis.
Ifsfunny,whenI
hearpeople and things thathe takes on.
talking about the paper,I
often
The most difficult part of
ask themwhathaveyoudoneto working at the Spectator has
help improve the process. Al- been the lack of proper equipmost allof the timeitis nothing. ment. As many of you know,
If people don't like the paper the university has a lot of red
they better just shut up unless tape that mustbe gonethrough
they work to improve some- to get any where, and it is no
thingthey don'tlike. Itis kind different down here. At one
of like voting, if you don't vote point this year,weonlyhad two
you better not complain about computers that workedandnothe people inoffice.
body was really willing to help
Anyways,now thatis out of us out.
the way,the Spectator has proIt is toobad that theadministration
opportunity
vided me with the
can't help us outmore to
to work and improve my pro- equipeuswiththe proper tools
fessional skills without even to get our job done efficiently
having to gooff campus. Ithas and in a timely manner. You
allowed metomeetnew friends, nust realizethatweare students
both students and staff, along too,and wehave homework to
with keeping me in touch with do. We shouldn't have to wait
current events on campus.
onequipment that doesn't work
The Spectator staff has grown when we could work on our
over thepast four years asa fam- ownacedemic requirements.
ily. It is amazing to think that
may sound sour about my
I
only twopeople willreturnoffof experiencehere at Seattle Unithis year's staff. We have had versity and the Spectator but
fights like any siblings would that is not the case. If Iwas
have,wehavehadadventureson askedtodothe joballover again,
the town, spent many hours I
would love to.
laughing and giggling and most
ofallcreating a trueconcern and Kurt Hanson graduates with a
degreein operations management.
caring forone another.

SPECTATOR

Seniors-behind-the-scenes talk about
everyone's favorite student newspaper

Annette, Annette, Annette!
BY MARYKAY DIRICKSON

Assistant Managing Editor

There's a lot youdon't know about us.
Suddenly,I'mbeingasked to reflect about
my experiencesat theSpectator andI
feela
little weird speaking for myself. Working
herewas notsomething I,MaryKay, did.It
was something I
was part of part of the
staff,part of the editorial content,part ofa
teamof people who changed thelook and
soul of a very good student newspaper to
make iteven better. There was so much to
our time here: some of it personal, some
professional, someboth.
If there ever was a free market place of
ideas, it washere. We talked about sexism

-

and racism and journalism, about choices
The moral of the story, of all the stories
and restraint and Sister Sullivan's cat and about teachers and staff and buildings and
feminism and why we are here. We prob- events that weran and of all the ones that
ably know toomuch about eacht>ther, but took place in this office, is simply "Thafs
the fact that Issue25 even happened with- people." Nothing is so great a force as the
out anyone being severely injured is pure human personality, and nothing can truly
accident. The fact that we still like each be understood without an understanding
other isa miracle.
of people and the things that affect them.
The moreI
think about this year, the more
Thanks to allof our readers, our sources,
theprofessionalchallengesfadeinto theback- ouradvisor (whereverhemay be),Annette
ground and Isee that they were not that Funicello,the Pizza Hut delivery guy, our
important at all. We faced closed doors and publisher (who never got inour way), our
tight lips, denials and evasions,rumors and friends and family (who forgave us our
allegations,allthewhile knowing thatitwas neuroses)and all thelittle people.
our job to sort it out and no one would be
happywiththefinalresult.Itwasoftendaunt- Mary Kay Dirickson is stillgraduating with a
degreein political science.
ing,usually trying, and alwaysinteresting.

Journalism

—

BY COURTNEY SEMPLE

Copy Editor

Sothe genieof newspaper karmagaveme
started
three wishes back in 1991, when I
work here. For the first wishIsaid,"Make
me really patientand understandinginmy
copy-editing!" (Ohsure.Thedamaged eardrums of my fellow editors can attest to
how often I've subscribed to that theory.
I'mstill working onit.)
Then Isaid, "Make me really proud of
everythingI
put my nameon!" (That one's
coming alongalittle better. WhenI'mdone
editing anissue,or whenI'veput mybyline
usually feel great about it
on a story, I
untilI
notice aninconsistency in mylogic, a
factual error, or a beeeegerror on the front

...

page.)
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BY COURTNEY SEMPLE

Copy Editor

Sothe genieof newspaperkarma gaveme
three wishes back in 1991, when I
started
said, "Make
work here. For the first wishI
me really patient andunderstandinginmy
copy-editing!" (Ohsure.Thedamaged eardrums of my fellow editors can attest to
how often I've subscribed to that theory.
I'mstill workingonit.)
said, "Make me really proud of
Then I
everything I
putmynameon!" (That one's
coming alongalittlebetter. WhenI'mdone
editing anissue,or whenI'veputmybyline
on a story, Iusually feel great about it
untilI
notice an inconsistency inmy logic, a
factual error,or a beeeeg error on the front
page.)

...

Labor of love
by Chris Jones
Managing Editor

sible solution. These problems
could oftentimes be avoided if
peoplewoulddealwiththeSpectAnyone whohas had theplea- ator during the construction of a
sureof taking a journalism class story,insteadof waitinguntilithas
fromHildaBryantwillknowthat gone to print
shedutifully takesituponherself
Anotheritemthathasbothered
todrive theopinionout of every meisthebashing oftheSpectator
rookiereporter's writing. I
think bymany SU students. Wemade
shedid the jobfairly well in my many attempts to bring about
case;I
now find it difficult toex- greaterstudentinvolvementwith
press my opinion in writing. I the paper, but our offers repeatexpect Hilda to take out her big edly fell upon deaf ears. I
wish
redpenand scrawlacrossthetop that those who saw shortcomof this piece, "This is editorial ings in the paper would have
comment
YOU SHOULD stepped forward to help rectify
KNOW BETTER THAN THIS, the problems they saw.
CHRIS DOOVER!!!!!"
I
offer theseviews so that those

—

—

Anyway,backtomyimpressions

of the Spectator. I
have had an
excellent experience as an editor.
Mypositionofferedme thechance
forinvolvement intheSeattleUniversity community that I
might
would,
have missed otherwise I
however, like to address some of
the problems Ifaced as an editor
andasareporter.Itis notmyintent
to point an accusatory finger, but
rather to offer some insight to the
someof thestrugglesI
faced.
On a daily basis I
encountered
administrators whodeclined comment or faculty that always were
too late for a meeting to talk. A
difficult part of my job was when
these same people called full of
indignity because one of my rehad "messed up" the
porters orI
story. I
wouldlike to offer a pos-

whofbllowmemighthaveaneasier
path to walk,notas apartingshot.
The Spectator has provided me
with an excellent opportunity for
personaland professionalgrowth.
I
have made friendships Iknow
will endure a lifetime, and the
chancetoservemyfellow students
hasindeedbeen arealpleasure
Thethoughtlwouldliketoleave
forthose whowillreturntoSeattle
Universitynextyearis:if youthink

theSpectatorfalisshortofthemark,

please join the team. And please
remember that the staff publishes
the newspaper as alabor of love,
and thoughit may not be perfect,
the staff have poured their hearts
and soulsintoit

Chrisjonesgraduateswitha degree
in journalism.

who knew?

dull moment.Seventy-five issues.Wow.
A few special words. JoeGerkman: thank
you for saving our domestic butts. Hilda:
thanks for everything.Theuniversity loses
"Andformylastwish," Icried,"letthesebe a great life teacher with your retirement.
thegreatestyearstheSpectatorhaseverseen!" FatherRowan: thank you for steeringmein
Well Anyone remember how many awonderfulcareer direction.Journalism
feature stories on HildaBryant we'verun? who knew?
Did you happen to catch the two movie
All you letter writers: thanks for giving
reviews of "Falling Down" in separate is- me the chance to re-examine and re-evalusues? And the same two weeks, two sepa- ate my opinions, and helpingme solidify
ratereviews of "Damage?" Distinguished mypositions andidentifythestrengths and
professors, glorifiedby the words, "Some weaknesses of my writing and my logic.
sorta title here" following their names... Rico:Thanks for the guidance andhumor.
Mike Kord, a.k.a.Mikal Kordzinski, with Rock the house,baby.
Oh, and one more thing, to all my cothe title "Editor Erectus" following his bylineinone not-too-carefully-editied issue... workers: I'lllook back with great fondness
Well, moving right along. Working here toward you all. Especially whenI
hear the
hasbeenone of thehardest and mostreward- word...
ingexperiencesof my life.I've worked with
Doritos.
terrific people and I've grown and learned
more than Iever expected to. From copy Courtney Semple graduates this June with a
editingto A&E toopinion to features,nevera degree in journalism.

...

—
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except one particular nursing
student who accused me of
wearing "Brut"; however, she
shallremainanonymous (a.k.a.
Third, I
give thanks and re- The Soccer Queen) just kidAs a former transfer student,
spect to all my nursing class- ding.
native of Louisiana,and Baptist
mates since we all shared the
extend thanks to my
by faith, one of my wisest deciFinally, I
same journey. WhenI
think of family who have been very
sions (and there have not been
many) was to attendSeattleUniy'all(sorry,my Southern accent mucha partof this journey with
comesandgoeseveninmywrit- me. Mom, thanks for the love,
versity.
ing) Ithink of two words. encouragement, and the conAttendingSUhasbeen agreat
stant support. Also,I
thank my
learning experience and a per- would like to give a special GROUPPROJECT!!!!!
Ferris,
we
exposed
Although
exchanged
sonal journey.I
was
toa thanks to Dr.
the first
black sister and brother for making
great group of diverseindividu- friendly face I
met at SU, who eyes, left and right hooks, me laugh during the stressful
the
many
encouragement pushing and shoving matches, and overwhelming times.
als who shared with me
extended
andthe
needed at that a few broken noses and a few
I
alsowouldlike tothank my
enlightening,
support
stories that were
I
teeth,
like
front
I
think
we
funny,andsometimes tragic but particular time.I
longtime
would
to loose
friends whoweresupalwaysinspirational.
give a special shot out to Liz epitomized what it means to portive and keptreminding me
First,I
thought
wouldlike to thankall Torrence.Itwasreally nicehav- work successfully as a group. how to havefunwhenI
the facultyandstaff at theSchool ing a "home girl" atSU.
did nothave the time.I
wishall
(Okay, you guys know the I
tend be.)
Also, I
graduating seniors the best of
ofNursing.Everyone waswonwould like to thank comedianI
derful and supportive. Your Jane Peterson and Kathy
Seriously,it hasbeen a plea- luck inthe coming future.
endeavors at making my pro- Grisham for unknowingly be- sure and fun getting to know
gressionthroughtheschoolwas ing my personal nursing hero- most of you. Itruly believe I RoseM.Matthews graduates with
havemade some great friends, adegree in nursing.
greatly appreciated. Second, I ines whileinnursing school.

Not Enough Time for Thanks
ROSEM.
MATTHEWS

Our Definition of Success
I
plan to go to work
somewhere, I
don't know
exactly where, Iget to start
interviewing sometime next

Communication Studies

To laugh oftenand much,
To win the respect of intelligent people
Andthe affection of children,
To earn the appreciation of
honest critics
And endure the betrayal of
false friends,
To appreciate beauty,
Tofind thebestinothers,
Toleavetheworldabit better,
Whether by ahealthy child,a
gardenpatch,
Or a redeemed social condition,

Toknow thatevenonelife has
breathed
Better becauseyouhavelived.
This is to havesucceeded.
Probably openup a string of
surf camps in the Philippines.
Edgar Collins, Journalism

1 going to have fun for about
a month thenprobably end up
working for my father's
company aad hopei&J!)
through bio* get a jofc in

—

Ralph Waldo Emerson's
wordsremind me that we often
overlook the meaning of success. Success is everywhere.
America isoften calledtheland
of opportunity.Immigrants enter our country every day in
search of a better life and a
chance to pursue their dreams.
Wehave examples of success
stories of sportsstars whohave
worked their way out of theinner city by utilizing their athleticabilities.Therearebusiness
tycoons whohave turned poverty into prosperity. Success is
notonly theserags toriches stories,but,moreimportantly, it is
the little things we do in our
everyday lives to create a path
for ourselves which brings fulfillment and joy.
To me,Michael Jordan isone
of the best examples of success

KIRSTEN
TROUT
in recent history. Granted, he
had a successfulbasketball careerin terms ofWorldChampionships, Olympic records and
lucrative endorsements. However, it is the end of his career
which impressed me the most.
He had the insight and the
strengthtorealizethatthemeaning and personal fulfillment he
once enjoyed was diminished
andit wastime forhimto move
on to a new phase in his life,
like Michael,each graduating
senior is also entering a new
phaseintheirlives.We toomust
stop and reflect on what has
meaning and brings us happiness. We must take the time to
define our own success.
We've all been bombarded
with reports in the past few
years, telling usofableak outlook for ourgeneration.Wesupposedly won't do better than
our parents, won'town houses
and won't have the stability of
workingfor thesame company
for 20 years.
Well,I
don't put a lot of stock
in those reports. In fact, Ithink
our generation is luckier than
anyinthepastbecause wehave
the opportunity to realize that
success shouldnotbemeasured
by what we own, but by the
quality ofourlives.Forourgen-

eration, success can mean

that
wegoto sleep at nightknowing
that our talents and abilities
wereusedina way that served
others. We define success for
ourselves and see the importance of creating a path which
brings us pleasure and fulfillment along the way.
Graduationrepresents oneof
the most significant turning
points in our lives.Like animmigrant to a new country, it is
our chance to start anew and
take control of our destinies to
makeourdreamscome true.As
graduatingseniors lookingback
at our educational careers and
anticipating our professional
ones,weareremindedthat what
wechoose todowithoureducation is completely up to each
one of us.
We are all leaving Seattle
University with similar
educational experiences, yet
each one of us will embark on
very different journeys. Our
diplomas are not merely pieces
ofpaper,buttoolswhosedegree
of usefulness are determined
solely by the operator you.
You determine the quality of
your life. You determine your
degree of happiness. You
determine your success.
Eachand every one ofushas
the ability and the power to becomeeverything we've always
dreamed of becoming. Thereis
always a way to make things
happen. Ifs up to you to finda
path and pursue it until you've
gotten what you set out to ac-

—

complish. Reward yourself for
every accomplishment alongthe
way. And, when road blocks
appear, don't view them as
stumbling blocks,but as deviations that will take youdowna
road youmight not haveanticipated a road which willshow
youoptionsyoumay neverhave
seen before.
SU is an atmosphere which
fosters notonlyacademicawareness,butspiritualawareness as
well. We have been prepared
for both the technical and the
spiritual aspects of our careers.
Our careers should not be
viewed as separate aspects of
our lives, but rather as extensions of ourselves. We should
pursue meaningin our careers
as vigorously as we pursueitin
our personal lives. It is only
when weare living as one personandintegratingall theparts
of ourlives that wecan be truly
successful.
Whenstanding onthisthresholdandcontemplatingyoursuccess in your education and anticipating your success in the
rest of your life, firstdetermine
what success really means to
you. Is it by a healthy child, a
garden patch, or a redeemed
socialcondition that youknow
you have succeeded? Or is it
because youknow evenonelife
hasbreathedbetterbecause you
havelived?

—

Whatever your definition of
success,pursueituntilyoureach

it andbelieve in your strength
toovercomeanythingthatmight
try to get inyour way!
Kirsten Trout graduates with a
degreein international business.
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Happy Happy, Joy Joy!
Itis almost impossible to reflect on my past four years here
at SeattleUniversity on paper.I
can only write down the concrete things that happened and
attempt to recreate the events
thathavemadethesefour years
so memorable.
Ifs still incredible to see how
Asa freshman,I
knewof only mucha simpleencounter witha
one person here at Seattle U. I personcaninfluence the rest of
remember whenIfirst stepped yourlife.
foot on campus. Iwas scared,
HereatSU,rvemetsomewonexcited,anxious,nervous,curi- derfu]people.PeopleI
metonthe
ous and many other mixed-up very first days ofOutdoor Expefeelings. A wholenew phase of riencestillareinmy lifeand they
mylife wasbeginning.My four continue to make me laugh and
years of college have definitely remind me of how much we've
changed me.ThepeopleIhave grown.Thanks to thatgreatbunch
metherehavegivenmesomuch. thatI
started off with.

Joy
DECASntO

have
have been incredible. I
learned so much about life
not just about my life,but real
have
livesof thosearoundme.I
Asanursingmajor I
havebeen sucha greaterunderstandingof
faced withone challenge after peopleand Ihave gained great
another, andeach time Iover- respect for those people who
come a challenge I
think that I have sharedtheirlives with me.
become more solid inside. Ihave met some wonderful
have made some inHeaven knows that nursing people. I
schoolis tough,butitalsobrings credibly unique and special
out thebest inyou. No matter friendships here at SU.
had
The bottomline is that I
howmuchI
whineaboutit,nursgot a wondering schoolhas providedmewith fun at SU. Yes, I
someofthe most valuable skills fully challengingeducation,but
hadfunand thaf smostimporI
couldhavelearned.I
have dis- I
couldn't have done
coveredmany things about my- tant to me.I
self thatI
never thoughtof.I
am it without the support of great
still learning, but SU has pro- parents,great friendsandalovvided me with yet a stronger ing boyfriend.
base to build my future.
The extra-curricular events Joy de Castro graduates with a
thatIhave been involved with degreein nursing.

CAMPUS
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Myplansafterl graduate is
to take a trip toMontreal and

thenpossibly look for gainful
employment in August.
KandeeRamhrez, Liberal

Studies Major

Don't Cry for Me, Argentina
Nothing willbeeasy.Noone

No looking back on the fast track
I'm not sad about leaving
school.
There willbe no nostalgia for
the "good oldSU days."
I
won't compare my post-grad
life to my undergrad days.
Thereare a couple of sermons
my dad gives ona regularbasis. trainingground for thelifeafter.
Usually Sunday nights, he uses Wehavespent atleast four years
tongsfor emphasis(wisdomand studyinghistory,sociology,polithe spirit of fatherhood usually tics,physics,economics,biology,
overwhelmhimwhile heisbar- chemistry,literature,philosophy,
becuing chicken).TheoneIthink engineering, fine art and lanof most often,my sisterandI
call guage. It was not to give us an
"Don't Peak When You're excuse to talk to members of the
Young." The Reader's Digest attractive sex,or to make us feel
Condensed Version (my father, superior to people who have
trained by the Jesuits, has a gift GEDs.It was training.
for verbosity. Consequently, I Thejesuits,thoughlhavenever
have never actually heard the called one Teacher, have taught
condensed version, Ican only me welL They have added diimagine) goes like this: "Screw mensions to my world view,
understand taught me how history shapes
the glory days." I
people and peoplemakehistory.
now.
I
deeply pity those who will Theyhave taughtmehow totalk
look back on these days and call about faith and how to listen to
them thebest days of their lives, others.They havetaughtmehow
because they missed the whole to loveandhow toact,how tosee
point of their education and hypocrisy and how to demand
should be caned. College, espe- truth. Christianity isapatriarchal
havelearned
cially at Jesuit universities,is a religion,buthereI

Mary kay

dirickson

is going to give you a syllabus
anymore; you will have to

browse bookstores and ask for
suggestions.Nomandatory volto be a woman.I
have learned
work;youmust consider
independence without solitude unteer
where society needs you most,
and compassion without sentiand go there. Your social life
mentality.
longer belivingbetween
Of course, Iwill always love willno
and
thebathroom, youwill
you
the timeIhad here. Who could
have
to
search
out people with
deny the pleasure of having
commoninterests.
You will no
work and school take place in
faith; you
have
of
doubt
crises
suchan atmosphere of support,
your
must
look
to
theworldand
where friends arearound every innermost self to find strength.
corner? And friends are the aspity those who longfor these
I
pect of school we mostfear will collegedays because itis a sign
be lost, aren't they? My grade
thattheirlife stopped here,and
are mediocre, but my friends
pity those who did not love
I
areaconstantinspiration.There
for they are unapwill never come a time when I these days,
preciative and may remain so
wishthatI
had spentmoretime
theirentirelives.The deathcard
on my homework andlesstime
inthe
Tarot does not mark the
with my friends. Our relationof life functions,butisa
ceasing
ships will change,though.Most
of
the
evolution from one
sign
of my friends will return to SU
to a higher
form
of
existence
in the fall, and the things that
deck shows
one.
The
Rider
take up our hours won't overfalling before Death
lap, or even be similar. There people
priest stretches out his
while
a
might be distance and misunwelcome. Do not cry at
derstanding, and the effort it armsin
graduation;
reach outyour arms
will require might change the
to
chance to give the
feelingofinevitable companion- instead the
you were given.
world
allthat
ship. We have survived worse
times than these, though, and MaryKay Dirickson willgraduate
challenges bringus together.
witha degree in political science.

Myplanis to fiitusb upmy
last fen credits inthe fall
then go out and lootctor a

Mike Holdren. Accounting
Si
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lhave a job with the Air
will be
Force,nursing.I
doing a» intenjsbip with Air
Force EQTC inTravis Air
Botee Sasev At SU1think T
have growna lot* Since my
fcsye really
freshman year I
really
grown,changed a lot, I
appr«c}ate the educ3*jonfrom
here,

Yun Cer ana,Nursing

Engineering and Everything Else
much as my education in fine now).
Science and engineering, the
engineering (often, Ienjoyed
Core,
Campion 10th floor,
classes
more
everything-else
6th floor, the Quad
classes).
engineering
Bellarmine
my
than
Math,physics,Englishlit,ethics, on a starry night, finishing
history, philosophy the stuff homework at 4 a.m., cramming
painfully modest) gentleman:
from which humanexistenceis for quizzes and midterms at 4
Jean-Luc Picard with hair and
am, allnighters, visiting friends
made
made.
know).
I
(it soundsdeep,I
without theBritish accent.
for
instead
of studying, doing
okay
found
out
that
ifs
ridicuI
my
didn't let
Four yearsgaveme the timeI sure that I
major
instead of studying,
engineering
anything
engineering
an
electrical
needed todevelopmy spiritual, louslyburdensome
RA,
Shelley,
and
to
chorale
and chamber,
to
read
Keats
me
from
prevent
social, goofy, and romantic (or curriculum
baritone,
reading at the Campion mass,
enjoy writing, to sing
sappy) sides. I'd already dis- pursing my other interests
work on a retreat and get the Silent Retreat, Search, the
covered my scholarly side be- from living a full,enjoyablelife. to
water, milk, and Jesuits, friends, Mikee, Ariel,
forelcametoSU. Ilearnedmore Imade time for socializing,be- doused with
mousse.
Veronica.
about myself in four years here ingalone,relaxing,and goofing chocolate right
hard
at
FouryearsI'llcherishforever.
and
brains
of
Left
advantage
full
AndI
took
did in the previous off.
at SU thanI
the
intricacy,
mystery
work.The
my non-engineeringclasses.
18 years of my life.
experience.Life's just Men Mencias Casern graduates
ofhuman
everything
and
Engineering
To enjoyandexplore therichbeautiful,
with a degree in electrical
isn'tit? (Excuseme
my
ness of Life— this is the most else. Icame to value
engineering
Ihavetowipeatear.
..okay,l'm
learnedatSU educationineverythingelseas
important lesson I
Icame to Seattle University a
timid, witless waif. Now, four
years later, I'm leaving SU a
confident, witty, suave,
debonair (and most obviously,

MERV
CASEM
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I
airipresentlylooking for
jobsallovertheUnited
States, mainly the Southwest,
hopiing ti> move to theSouth
where the sun Is. AndI
m\
looking forward to
graduation. SOhas really
taught me holistic nursing,
«pp»«cjate 1J» Jesuit
and I
education as well.
Heather Graham, Nursing
"MMMfiiSi- ■S?;:Sw:5:S5S|Smi :■■ i:
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General Commencement Information
Importan
t

(" hursday,

Dates

June 9

Caps and gowns and Commencement ticketsissuedinthe

achonRoom, FineArts Building, from noon to 7 p.m.

Friday,June 10

Caps and gowns andCommencement ticketsissued inthe
Vachon Room, Fine Arts Building, from11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
A party for graduating international students willbeheld
from7p.m. to 9p.m. inthe atriumof the CaseyBuilding.The
event is sponsored by theInternational Student Center. For
more information,call296-6260.

Saturday June 11
Caps and gowns andCommencement tickets issued inthe
Vachon Room, Fine Arts Building, fromnoon to1p.m.
A breakfast for ROTC graduates willbeheld from8 a.m.to
9:30 a.m. on the fifth floor of the Casey Building. Brigadier
Gen. Pail Chinen,a 1963 alum, willbe the featured speaker.
For more information,call296-6430.
TheStudents ofColor BrunchandCeremony,sponsoredby
the Minority Student Affairs Office, willbe held from 11:30
a.m. to1:30 p.m. on the fifthfloor of theCaseyBuilding. The
event willfeature Sullivanand presentations by four graduating seniors.For more information,call 296-6070.
Baccalaureate Mass willbeheld at 2:40p.m. atSt. Joseph's
Catholic Church,73218th Aye.E. Sullivanwillbe the principal celebrant and homilist. Tickets are not required for the
mass, but seating is limited. Parking at St. Joseph's is very
limited. Therefore, the university will provide a shuttle service for graduates and their families and faculty and staff
from Campion's north parking lot to the church starting at
1:45 p.m., with the lastbus leaving Campion at 2:15 p.m.
Return trips to Campion will begin immediately after the
conclusion of the mass, with the lastbus leaving St. Joseph's
at 4:30 p.m.
TheSocialhallin thebasement of St. Joseph's willbeopen
for robing at 1:40 p.m. on Saturday. The Registrar advises
students not to leavevaluables or money with their coats in
the hall.
Theprocessional will begin at 2:40p.m. withfaculty members leading the procession. There is no precise marching
order; students will line up two-by-two. Faculty marshals
willdirect youinto pews and organize the recessional from
church.

re

ThePresident's Reception for graduates willbeheld from
4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m., Campion Tower Ballroom, 914 East
Call296-1891 for moreinformation.

tef erson.

Theclass of1944 will gather for their 50-year reunion at6
p.m. in theatriumof theCaseyBuilding. A dinnerwillfollow.
For more information,call 296-6100.

Sunday, June 12
A breakfast for the graduates, sponsored by the Alumni
Association, will be held at 9 a.m. in the Campion Tower
Ballroom. For more information,call 296-6100.

Commencement,12:40 p.m., SeattleCenterArena.Admission by ticket only.

Robing: graduates should report to the Mercer Forum at
Seattle Center nolater thannoon (enter onMercer Street at
3rd between the Arena and the Opera House) and go to the
roomdesignatedfor your college. Graduatesshouldrobe and
up their name cards; they canalso advised not to leave
Juables in the robing rooms.

Fck

Diplomas will be mailed approximately eight weeks after
Commencement to the address graduatesprovided on their
application for graduation.

For more information about these andother SU activities,
call the Campus EventsHotline at 296-2200.

Mercerforum

A.S.S.U. Page
Got No Deeds To Do No Promises To Keep
ASSU News
All SUcommunity members
welcome to celebrate installa-l
tion of 1994-95 ASSU Council. Tuesday at the Casey Com-B
mons 4-5 p.m.
All club budget requests need I
Attention Psi Chi members and friends
to be inby Friday May 27
of Dr. Cunningham: Our adviser and
Clubs also need to re-register I
teacher of 35 years at SU, Dr. Thomas
in order to get the info for
fall.
g
Cunningham, is recovering nicely from his
sudden illness. Please come up to the psyThe 1994-95 ASSU
chology department and sign a get-well card
Representative council
for him.
At-Large Rep.: Jason Tanko

Join the SU Young Democrats for pizza, pop
and politics. Information on summer (paid)
jobs and internships will be available, Tuesday,May 31, SUB 205, noon.

RHA Suitcase
Dance
Oh The Places
You'll Go! 9 p.m., might be on your way

Friday,May 27 at the
Columbia St. Cafe.
Bring your packed
suitcase and you

to a warm and sunny

place for the weekend! Only $3 for one
and $5 for couples.
Come, have fun,
dance and Win!
Questions- call 296-6407!!

1 End of the year note|_

Well, that wraps up the ASSU page tor the year. Good luck to next year's
hope you liked the ASSU
council andmay they ask the right questions. I
really gave it my best at desktop publishing and learned a
page this year.I
on finals
few things in the process. As it all goes Iwish everyone good luck
and have a great summer. We'll see you all next year!
hope they all find good fortune and inthe
Goodbye to all the seniors and I
search for
words of Heather Graham, "May we bless all those seniors in their
employment; for this we pray to the Lord."
wouldlike to
this year. I
Iwould like to thank all the people that contributed
of allI
would like
thank this year's counciland wish them all the best. Most
letting me show that I
to thank my brother Bryce for gettingme the job and
lessons on life as
can really do something like this while teaching me a few
will miss him like the dickens. Many more ASSU pages to come.
well. I
Troy Mathern,ASSU Marketing Assistant

1

Joelle Winninghoff

Diana Manzo
Jason Poole
Transfer Rep.: Liz Bradford
Resident Rep.: Andrew Gustafson
Minority Rep.: Marta Mayorquin
Commuter Rep.: Caryn Regimbal
International Rep.: Neena Dutta
Non-Traditional Rep.: Hector Recinos
Graduate Rep.: Angel Alvarado
i

The SU Marksmanship
Club

I

The student members invite you to join them for
trap, skset, rifle andpistol
shooting on the following
days:
June 2 party for maribers
For irore information call
Justin Martin at 860-8985
or Dr Tadie at 296-5420

.

.

RHA Food and Clothing
Drive
Collection Boxes in front of
Xavier and Bellarmine Halls
June 6-11. Instead of throwing it out in the trash to get
home throw it to St. Vincent
DePaul. All food and clothing will be accepted.

and organizations to
Page prepared by the ASSU office. This page is for registered clubs
@ 296-6050
advertise information about their events. For information contact the ASSUoffice
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Cross-dressing is

a cross-section of gender issues

SU alumnus gets crash course
on how it feels to be a woman
and what it means to be a man

from aman heightenedhis awarenessofthe genderrolehehadplaced

himselfin.Hesaidthathaving men
wink at him made him feel "like
someone else was forcing the acfelt that everytion. Asa womanI
doing
response.In
wasa
thingI
was
my
I
I
couldn'tcontrol
way
that
felt
BY EMILY JOHNSON
as his pseudonym. "Janet" re- owndestiny. Andmyresponse was
sembled a stocky middle-aged to force the action smile first,
StaffReporter
woman with bad taste in clothes. stare first or wink first."
Traveling through Bellevue Any woman wearing a disco-inSudderthreceivedblatant stares
Square, the similarities between spired black-and-white patterned and giggles as he walked through
men's and women's fashions are shirt from Goodwill withmatching the mall. He noticed that most of
striking. At the Gene Juarez Hair rubbersandals and anoversizedred the reactions he provoked seemed
Salon,awomanwithbuzzedbrown hat would stand out in Bellevue to be from people under age 25.
hair trimsher male client's shoul- Square, hesaid.
Older people, despite their preAfterhe donned female clothes, sumed conservatism about gender
der length locks. At the jeweler's
aroundthe corner,a manplaces his Sudderth's physical movements roles, seldom stared at the specnew diamond studinhis ear. Shar- became constrained. The thick taclebefore them.Hebecame more
ing a frozen yogurt outside make-up on his face stifled his fa- frustrated as the day wore on beGulliver's,a youngmanand woman cial movements. He said he was cause die reactions became so re"much more conscious of move- petitive. "Yougettiredof thesnick- Whenheapproachedthem.several
wearmatching combat boots.
Before Seattle University ment I
had a difficult time relax- ering and laughing," he said.
members of the group fled. Abantried to walk
was very stiff.I
young
people
doning the soft falsetto voice he
alumnus Jake Sudderth's recent ing; I
He observed that
journey to Bellevue Square, he inaneffeminate manner kindof seemed compelled to demonstrate hadbeen speaking with,Sudderth
stated thatthe convergence ofmale glide and gloss. The movementit- their knowledge ofSudderth's true sarcastically suggested to one of
and female standards in fashion self was restrictive,having to walk sex.While sippinga"Mocha-Lotta- the boys that since the youngman
pointedtoa blurringofgenderroles withmy legsclose together.Cross- Chill" at Cinnabon, an amused was so interested in his sexuality,
in American culture. When ingmylegs whensitting wasprob- baker whispered to Sudderth that theyengageinintimatesexualrelafeltlessin shelikedhis dress.InZippity Zoo, tions.
Sudderthremovedhisplatform san- ably the mostdifficult. I
dals upon return from the mall,his control of my ownbody becauseI a stuffed animal store depleted of
The youth, stunned by the confrontation,became hostile, thrustperceptions had changed.
felt awkward,less powerful."
customers, the clerk toldSudderth
"Genderroles and dresshave not
The purple clutch purse he car- "You look alotbetter than thelast inghisskateboardtowardSudderth.
caught up with each other," ried was by far bis most awkward two guys I
saw in drag." She then A security guardemergedfrom the
prop."Holding
my
iton
the
endof
Sudderth remarked. "Because we
proceeded to describe a recent trip fray of Sundayshoppersgathering
roles,
wrist,
I
strange.
mono-gender
my
very
I
arm
at
felt
dressin more
to New York and the dragqueens to watch the scene. The youth told
thought our culture was coming to As a guy Iam used to grasping she met there.
the security guard that Sudderth
once
things.
caughtmyselfevery
Sudderth's
I
perceptions
feeling
Sudderth,
that."
apparently
con- had made a pass at him.The secuchangedbecause this wasno ordi- inawhile clutching the purse like a strained by bis inability to break rity guard requested that the two
nary trip to the mall. He donned briefcase or a big sandwich," outofthis female genderrole,even- remove theirconflict fromthe store
cotton tights, a white miniskirt, Sudderth said.
Sudderth's
Sudderth, an
padded bra,pancake makeup,pink
deep
voice
quartzlipstick, a curly blond wig, avidreader,had
boomed fromhis
paintedlips as he
andaredcrushed velvethat deco- brought a hischallenged the
rated with antique flowers for this torybook along
shoppingspree. Itwashisfirst time to read in his
smaller boy to
spare time. He
indrag.
comeoutside and
The impetus behind Sudderth's saidherealized
settle thedispute
experiment in womanhood was a that carrying a
"likeaman."The
youthfled,ignorrecentinterview withDanSavage, history book
SAVAGE,
ADVICE
DAN
COLUMNIST
Savage
approing Sudderth's
the author of the
Love ad- was not
vice column in the local weekly priate for his
The Stranger. When asked about appearance.He
follow him outhis experiencescross-dressing,Sav- felt that his
side.Ironically,it
age said that aman"canlearnmore daffymiddle-aged woman persona tually reacted more aggressively was Sudderth who, dressed in
from wearing a dress for an hour would be expected to read a ro- towards the catcalls he received. women's clothing,suggestedthey
mance book, not "The People's Upon entering the BonMarcbe, a settle the situation with physical
than wearinga suit for life."
Savage said he dresses in drag History of America."
group of pubescent boys toting aggression.
Uponenteringthe mall, the 62" skateboards hooted, yelling "fagnot as asexist wayofmaking funof
Uponleavingthe mall, Sudderth
women, as do men who stuff their former quarterback was immedi- got"
chuckled about the situation,findchests to exaggeratedproportions ately recognizedas amanin drag.
Sudderth, frustrated by their in- ing humorin the irony ofa woman
ascomic stunts,but because dragis A group of teenage girls laughed tolerance, confronted the young in a dress challenging a teenager
"about whatitis to be aman."
and pointed at Sudderth. "They men with theintention of having a half his size to a fist fight, and
"Ineverfeelmoremasculine than know..."hesaid to meinastrained little fun with their perceptions. embarrassed that hehad regressed
whenI'm indrag,"said Savage.He falsetto voice.
A bearded man passed us and
explained thatthe awareness ofhis
sexuality comes from the bravery smiled. "Right on!" he told
requiredto dressinwomen'scloth- Sudderth.
ingand ventureintopublic. Savage
Sudderth saidhe felt morecomdescribed drag as both empower- fortable browsing in craft shops
and clothing stores dressed as a
ing and fun.
ScQnsitfteii0
genitals.
Everything
"Gender is
womanthanhe didinhis everyday
else is a social construct. Having clothing.Heavoidedenteringshops
bighair and wearing dressesiscon- whichappealed tomale consumers
9:00 AM Registration Library Foyer
vention,not gender,"Savage said. becausehe"didn't feelitapplied to
He also said that plenty of women me at the time."
9:30 AM Presentations Begin in the Schafer
Sudderth saidhe tried to remain
drivepick-up trucks and belch,and
and Wycoff Auditoriums
that there is nothing inherently serious, restraining his desire to
12:00 Noon Buffet Lunch
flirt with the men and women so
masculine in that behavior.
Sudderth was anxious to test stunned by bis presence.
3:00PM Presentations Conclude
Savage's theory.Bellevue Square,
Cross-dressingenabledDan Savabastion ofmiddle class conserva- age tobetter understandmaleprivitismand contemporaryfashion with lege."When youhave coded yourCome and See 23 Civil, 37 Electrical and 26
its mix of mainstream American selfas a woman,mentakeliberties
culture and fashion's blurring of you are not used to," Savage exMechanical Engineeringstudents present their
gender roles,seemed an appropri- plained. Sudderth's experiences
senior design projects
atelaboratory for the experiment. reflected this.
Sudderth used thename "Janet"
Thefirst winkSudderthreceived

—

—

.

Gender is genitals.
Everything else is a social
construct.

ENGINEERING PROJECTS DAY
HMdlffly JJunnn© 3rdl
AnndlnttaDrnnniM

Dan Savage,advice
columnist for the
Stranger, an
alternative weekly
in Seattle, does not
appear inphotos
unless he is in
drag.Since it costs
himandhis
makeup artist $50
to get ready to
pose, weoptedfor
the comic rendition
instead. Reprinted
withpermission
from the "Savage
Love" comic book,
available ina book
storenear you.

to stereotypical male behavior.
Sudderth stated thathe challenged
theboynotbecausehe feltemasculatedby the term "faggot," but be-'
causehewasangeredby the youths
intolerance.
He saidthat the experiencegave
himinsight into what it felt like to
be a minority. "I am pretty sure I
wastheonlydragqueenatBellevue
Square that day," he said.He said
he felt-"out ofplace" at thismallhe
had visitedover 100 times.
disagreed with
Sudderth
'
Savage s statementthatcross-dressing makes one feel more masculine. AlthoughSudderthsaidhedid
notfeelmore masculinein drag,he
saidhe did not surrender any masculinityby wearingwomen's clothing.
He said be became more aware
of whatit means to be male, commenting that "it was apparent that
there wasmore of abehavioral pattern to beingmale, like walking,
pursuinglifemore aggressively.As
a woman Iwas more concerned
about appearance and less about
raw time and where I
was going.
Males are preconditioned to think
we act like normal people and
women are the ones creating the
gender role. But that is not true.
There are specific gender differences Ihadn't pickedup on."
Savageasserted that genderroles
for menare morerigid than those
for women: 'To be a man means
not to be a woman. Women wear
dragall the time." Yet,as Sudderth
discovered,women'sclothescarry
a taboo for men.

RIGOS

CPA & CMA
Review
100%LIVEInstruction
forthe November 1994
CPAExam
Our Early-Bird
40 class CPA and
"
"2forl CMA review programsbegin
June 8 in Seattle at 6:00 pm at
Plymouth at Sixth and Seneca.
Orientation sessionsalso available in
Tacoma on May 28 at 8:30 am and
Bellevue on June26 at8:30 am.
T\mao CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE

I/If IIIV 230Skinner Building

|\ll JVA11326FifthAvenue
WA 98101-2614
wJE^r^i Settle,
PROFESSIONAL
SeHtle/BelWtc .. (206) 624-O7IG
EDUCATION Portland
PROGRAMS.LTD Spokane

(503)283-7224
(509)325-1994
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Quadstock

rocks
the house
ASSU hosted Quadstock, its annual
spring festival, onMay 21. The quad
was full of club tables selling food, yellow-shirted workers
and beer-guzzling students. The list of bands culminated in a
rage by title band, Black Happy. Most common overheard
comment: "Too bad it's not on grass."

LIZ BRADFORD /SPECTATOP

Above:TheNosotros
Club
dressed

Quadstockers in
nativedressandtook
their pictures for
posterity and $1

.

Right:TheGyrotron,
afreeride offeredby
ASSUwaspopularto
those who had the
stomach to spin
themselvesrandomly
withinfour circles.

Left: Psudo-Sumo

wrestling set one
heavily-padded
student against
another in a threeroundmatch.It was
shut down after a"
studentwasinjured.
LIZ BRADFORD / SPECTATOR

JILL SHAW /SPECTATOR

Congratulations and Best
Wishes to The Class of 1994
from the Staff of The Spectator.

To All Seattle University Children's
Literacy Project Volunteer Tutors

|

Thank You For Caring i The best thing |
;
arrived
round
]
just
For Children and
j
i on First Hill!
Madison
:
Now
Supporting SU CLP
'

,

v.

\

open on

at Summit.

Special Thanks and Congratulations to
all the 1994 graduating seniors
Annette Aguon
Angel Alvardo
Susan Anthony
ElizabethBucholz
SueCain
Kim Canning
David Chapman
Colleen Deacon
Penny Dhawan

LoreleiDimond

Elizabeth Fell
Jennifer Fritz
CarrieGinoza
Alicia Goodwin
JohnGraham
Angela Guerrero
Celestina Haigh
Molly Hamish
LisaIsackson
Laura Jump

BenDodobara
Pam Doty

AthanKatsandres

RobbDuffield

PatriciaNewell

Patrick Durocher

PaulLammer

LisaPratt
David Quick
Michelle Ratcliffe
Jennifer Ring
JessicaScharf
Sally Stefanich
Soyoko Takase
Rico Tessandore
Kevin Thayer
Tina Thompson
MaureenTinder
John Trepanier
DanielWalker
Troy Wray

Apologies as well as congratulations to anyone we forgot to include!

"

« We're talkingserious bagels here.Madewith carethe traditional way.
< Bakedfresh throughout theday (get 'em while they're hot). And even '
[
moredelicious with our famous creamcheese.
\

i

;
<

*

BRUEGGERS BAGEL BAKERY
The Best ThingRound®
"
1301 Madison at Summit 382-0881

Mon.-Fri. 6:3Opm-7:OOpm, Sat.-Sun. 7:OOam-7:OOpm

;
',
[
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Women's tennis finishes 17th

SPORTS

Chieftains capture Top 20 spot at national tourney
BY JAMES COLLINS
Sports Editor

Lottery fortunes
unpolished. He'd team with
PervisEllison togive theBullets
a nasty one-twopunchdownlow
and lots ofshotblocking.
No. 6 (Philadelphia): Aaron
McKie,shootingguard,Temple.
[Sports Editor
The hard-nosed McKie is a
TheNBA'sannualdraftlottery local college product that offers
has come and gone,leaving the the kind of tenacity Philly head
Milwaukee Bucks with the top coachFredCarter wants. McKie
pickinJune's selectionmeeting. is a powerful 6-5 swingman
peer similar in size and style to
For thelast time this year I
Sacramento's MitchRichmond.
my
crystal
predict
into
ball and
of
first
1
While
Jeff Malone is the
player
which
each the
1
pick.
shootingguardfor the
will
incumbent
teams
No. 1 (Milwaukee): Glenn 76ers, McKie can fillin at small
Robinson, forward, Purdue.
forward and might pushMalone
The Bucks are a decent out of the lineup by year's end.
perimeter team, but have little
No.7 (L.A.Clippers):Donyell
low-post scoring. Robinsonisa Marshall,small forward,UConn.
perfect fit at the power forward
This is a franchise lacking
spot, teaming with Yin Baker directionfrom the top. Marshall
and Todd Day on the front line. isanexcitingplayer withloadsof
The Big Dog can also play potential,buthe'11needhelpfrom
outside, which is ideal inMike the front office ifhe's tomake a
Dunleavy's flexible offensive difference.
scheme.
No. 8 (Sacramento): Juwan
Kidd,
Howard,
power foward,
No. 2 (Dallas): Jason
Michigan.
point guard, California.
Kidd fills two roles with the
The Kings are reportedly
hapless Mavericks, running the unhappy with Wayman Tisdale
offense and taking the ball- at the starting four spot and are
handling responsibilities away looking for awayto get himback
from off-guard Jimmy Jackson, into the sixth man role he once
who led the NBA in turnovers filled. Howard works hard and
this year. Kidd's only weakness plays with intensity. His strong
ishis outside shot, but even that showingintheNCAAtournament
hardly qualifies as an Achilles' helped his draft position
heel. Drafting Kiddseems to be immensely. The only question
a no-brainer,but then again this abouthimishis true height:listed
is Dallas we're talkingabout.
at 6-10 in college,
rumors are
'
No. 3 (Detroit): Yinka Dare, flying thathe sactuallymoreLike
6-8.
center, George Washington.
Common wisdom says Grant
No.9(Boston):EricMontross,
center,
go
Hillshould inthis spot,butthe
North Carolina.
players
Pistons haveno interior
The Celtics need someone to
exceptfortheup-and-downTerry build around, and Montross
Mills. Dare is a huge physical should be available in this spot.
presence, but is so raw he's Thoughrelativelyslow,Montross
practically stillon the cow. The isasbig and strongas theycome.
Pistons have goodwingplayers He struggled under the glare of
in Joe Dumars,Lindsey Hunter, the national spotlight his senior
AllanHoustonand Scan Elliott, year, but he's a solid low-post
so they'll take theirchances and player onbothends of the floor.
allow Dare to develop.
TheCeltics willbewithoutRobert
No. 4 (Louisiana): GrantHill, Parish,soMontross fillsacouple
swing forward, Duke.
of requirements.
The erstwhile Minnesota
No. 10 (L.A. Lakers): Deon
Timberwolves areNew Orleans- Thomas,power forward,Illinois.
bound, and they'll have the
The Lakers are loaded with
chance toupgrade theirfranchise. wingplayers, and interior guys
Hill is the most polished all- VladeDivacandEldenCampbell
around player to come out of are notoriously soft, so Thomas
college in the past 10 years, will get a chance to step
' in and
capable of playing all three play. Thomasis Illinois all-time
perimeterpositions.
leader in field goal percentage
(Washington):
No. 5
Clifford andis impossible to stopnear the
Rozier, center,Louisville.
basket.
The Bullets need interior
No. 11 (Seattle): Wesley
scoring and might look at Eric Person, swing forward, Auburn.
Montross at this spot, but
The Sonics need a young
Montross wouldaddanother slow perimeterplayer to fill the shoes
bigmanto the Washington roster. of sixth man Ricky Pierce, and
Rozier is a fleet-footed power Person is the best shooter in the
playerwithimpressive defensive draft. Any other team draftingin
skillsandanose for theball.His this spotmight not takehim, but
offense is explosive but Personis an ideal fit for Seattle.

JAMES

COLLINS

For the Seattle University
women'stennis team, thereissafety
in numbers at the NAIA national
tournament.

Inthesecondday ofchampionship
play in Tulsa, Okla., the Lady
Chieftains swept throughtheir three
first-round doubles matches while
losing thelast survivor of their six
singles entries. SU concluded the
second day withseven total points.
Singles first-round play opened
on May 23 and all six Chieftains
wentinto action. KristyBoxdowned
TeraHoover of Northwestern 6-2,
6-0, Marci Perletti beat Heidi
SchumachofBYU-Hawaii6-1,7-5
and Louise O'Sullivan defeated
Heather MorgranofShorter 6-3,6AnaKnightlost 6-2, 6-1 to Veldi
SicaofGerry,JenWellersuccumbed
6-2,6-2 toGinaFabro ofSangamon
StateandPennyDhawan fell toLisa

-

1.

Arnoldof Walsh by ascore of 6-3, two hard-fought sets. The team of
Kristy Box and Jen Weller beat
Inthe secondround,Perletti went Marikarol Welch and Karen Assel
down in two sets to AnnaMoll of of the University of Mary (North
Mobile,losing 6-1,6-1. Box went Dakota)6-1,6-0.MarciPerlettiand
three sets with Silvia Widjaja of Ana Knight topped Amy Verbey
Auburn-Montgomerybefore falling and Heather Van Horn of
3-6,7-5, 6-3. The onlyChieftain to Northwestern 6-1,6-0,whileLouise
advance to the third round was 0'SullivanandCarolMinns downed
O'Sullivan, who downed Stacey another Northwestern pair, Sharon
LightmanofBartonby scoreof6-4, Davidson and Tera Hocevar, by a
0-6, 6-0.
score of 6-4, 7-5.
O'Sullivan's reward for her
In late-breaking news, the
facing
success was the honor of
Chieftains gotone doubles teampast
defending national champion the second round on Wednesday.
Helena Dahlstrom of Flagler BoxandWeller won6-3,2-6, 6-3in
College.Dahlstrom, thethirdsingles theirsecondmatch, thenfell 6-2,7seedinthe tournament, hadgone to -5 to the dumbernine overalldoubles
three sets in winning her second- seedinthe thirdround. O'Sullivan
round match. She hit her stride and Minns lost 6-1, 6-0 in thenagainst O'Sullivan, though, second match, while Perletti and
downingSU'slastremainingsingles Knight weredefeated 6-3,6-3. The
seed 6-1, 6-1.
Chieftains wrapped up their
SUhaditsbestluck inthedoubles participationinthe tournamentwith
bracket, cruising through two eight totalpoints, tiedfor 17thplace
matches and winning the third in overall outof49 teamsparticipating.
3-6,6-4.

The Spectator Players of the Year
1993-94 Men's Player of the Year
Andre Lang, basketball
The junior point guard of the Chieftains emerged asone of the area's top players,
earning a spot on the all-NAIA Pacific Northwest Region first team. He paced the
Chieftains inscoring, assists,three-point shooting, free-throw shooting and steals.
SU posted a 17-14 record in 1993-94 and advanced to the Regional semifinals.

1993-94 Women's Player of the Year
Keely Hartsougn soccer
f

A key member of the 1993 Lady Chieftains squad that finished third in the NAIA
nationaf tournament, Hartsough was named Northwest Collegiate Soccer Conference Player of the Year as asophomore. She was also a memberof theNAIAAHAmerican team and was selected as the top defensive player in the national
tournament SU finished with an 18-5-1 record, the best in the program's history.

1993-94 Intramural Player of the Year
wage
No, this is not a gimmick.

Sauvage played onan unprecedented seven intramural
championship teams in 1993-94, winning two basketball titles, two floor hockey
titles, two softbafl titles and a flag football title. His men's softball team, the SU
Yankees, won the league championship for the 14th consecutive year.

Special Mention
LaShanna White, basketball
White completed her career with theLady Chieftains as theall-time leading scorer
in SU women's basketball history. Honored as NAIA Pacific Northwest Region
Player of the Year in 1993-94, she was also selected as an NAIA All-American
threetimes and was named to the NAIA Alt-Freshman team m 1991

theSpectator
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SU men's soccer primed and ready for fall
1994 Chieftains offer exciting blend ofyoung and old, offense and defense
BY JAMES COLLINS
Sports Editor

played two years at UNLV, also
Among the returning Chieftains, enough to haverecruited offensive
jointhe team. Brevig led the com- contributors on Die defensive end players able to step intothose vital
munitycollegesinscoringasafresh- are among the headliners. Starting positions up front.
Things have never been brighter man.
defenders TomHardy,ErikLoney,
The Chieftains faceanew league
for the Seattle University men's
Kurt Swanson, a freshman from MikeColello andBradSwansonall structurein1994. With thecreation
soccer program, andit's onlyMay. Bellingham and brother of Chief- return, along withgoalkeepersMike oftheNAIAPacificNorthwestAthChieftainheadcoachPeteFewing
is smiling. Hehasplenty ofreasons
for optimism. He returns a solid
coreof veterans,includingfourstarters that keyed one of the area's
stingiest defenses.
His recruiting classis the best in
Aug, 24
Washington
Home Oct. 8
Home
team history. He's brought in new
Seattle Pacifc
sponsors for the program. Andhis
Aug. 31
Puget Sound
Away
Away
Oct. 9
Pacific Luth.
team's new promotional T-shirt, Sep. 3
Far West Classic
Home Oct. 12
Central Wash
Home
featuring acaricature drawnby naSep. 4
Far West Classic
Home Oct. 19
Puget Sound
Home
tionally-syndicatedcartoonistDavid
Sep. 5
Far West Classic
Home Dot 21
Nova
Away
Horsey of the Seattle PostSep. 6
Far West Classic
Lynn
Away
Home Oct23
Intelligencer, is selling like wildWash,
Sep. 10
Away Oct 29
Western
Wash.
Central
Home
fire.
Sep. 14
St. Thomas
Home Oc|3o
arandCanyon
Home
Coming off an 8-8-2 season in
Sep.17
Away
Portland
Mov* 2
#NW AC Semis
TBA
1993, the Chieftains are gearingup
Sep. 21
lyergfreehSt
Away
Nov. 5
PNWAC FinaIs
t£a
for theirbest seasonunder Fewing.
Simon Fraser
Sep. 24
Away Nov. 10
fiegi^Hal Finals
TBA
Of the 10 returning players, eight
Wash,
Home
Nov.
11
TBA
Sep.
Regional
28
Western
Finals
starting
experience.
have some
Competition for those startingspots
Oct. 1
Whltworth
Finals
ftegfcmaf
Home Nov. 12
TBA
willbe fierce, though, as Fewing 's
Home Nov. 20-26 NATIONALS
Evergreen St.
Oct. 5
new recruits possessan impressive
list ofcredentials.
Eightnew playersand one returning from aredshirt season join the
squad thisfall. "We'veneverhada tain defender Brad Swanson, bol- Armstrong, RyanThomasandBrian letic Conference,thecumbersome
recruiting class with this combina- sters the SUoffense. Swanson was Wallace. Wallace was felled by a combination of the Northwest
tion of size, depth,experience and one of the state's top scorers.
knee injury lastseasonbutispoised Collegiate SoccerConference and
youth," said Fewing.
Other newcomers include the toreturnat full strength.
the old NAIADistrcit I
isa thing
Offensively,theChieftains return of thepast. Insteadofplayingjust
Nathan Calvin returns to the speedy Arne Klubberud from SeChieftainsafterredshirtingin1993, attle Prep, defender Jason forwardMattPotter andmidfielder three games that count toward
bringing versatility andexperience Andreason, goal keeper Jason Jed Woodward from among last playoffpositioning,SUnow has a
to the SU lineup. Steve Brevig, a Palmer, all-state and all-region se- year'sscoring leaders,but most of full 10-game slate, playing five
veteran of the community college lectionGeorge Czarnowskiand all- SU's firepower has departed.
home and five road league conwars, and Darren Ditmore, who state selectionCraig Gaunt
The Chieftains were fortunate tests.

1994 SUMen's Soccer Schedule
(Tentative)

1

otudents

reflmct^ermite^M^Myp€ Box

Another year of Seattle University sports has <pQtrie and gpne, leaving us with
nothing but memories. There were incredible highlights: the women's soccer
tejam appearing} in the national tournart^rrt for the first time* Jefiny FarreJl
becoming the first SU cross-county runner eve* to qualify for nationals, the 11
gameimprovement by the men's basketball team, LaShanna VVnit© passing the
2,500-point mark previously topped inmSUhistory onlyby the legendary Johnny
O'Brien, another appearance at the national tournament by the women'stennis

VOLT

-

START WORK RIGHT AWAVnffi y? Administration. Lipht
Industrial & Production
(206) 742-6161
(206) 881-7477

(206) 255-1271
(206) 441-2929
(206)922-7411

(206) 881-7477
(206)391-1157
(206) 441-2929

»

(206)272-1522

Technical
Mountlake Terrace
Seattle

(206) 672-2747
(206) 575-8455

Computer & Engineering
(206) 670-3661
Mountlake Terrace

M/FN/D

We Welcome Diversity

For thefans, it was aisp a groundbreaking year. Student participation reached
new heights in 1993-94, revitalizing a part of th© athletfe Gdmmunity thaihad
Jesuits fan club,drivenby a haritwork^hg
dwindledin recentyears
stalf and rabid members^ became one of the most popular organizsrtions on
caNipus The annual rooter bus sponsored by the club wilinot soonbe forgotten
by anyone ?tt Western Washington University.
There areseveral people whoworkbehindthescenes, withoutthelimelight and
the acclaim^ to improve Seattle University sportsiv Chet Worth, the hea^ trainer;
andall ofhis assistants andstudent trainers are deservingof special recognition
for their ro|e in keeping the athletes heathy and keeping the sports editor
entertained whenhe^ bored.
Kelly Herman, the graduate assistant whoworked so dosely withtN* Jammin'
Jesuit^ brought unprecedented skill and enthusiasm to every task given her.
Kurt Hanson,OeorgeThep andBrad Swanson constitutedthe"heart and soul of
the club,providing organizationandreaderihip.
' Kudos also toRafaeiCalonzo,
whodesigned the extremelypopular Jammin Jesuitsshirtsfor thelasttwo years.
With this, the40thissueof my reign as sports Editor, weconcludethe 1993*94
academic year. And whether you like it or not,Iytfllbeba^^
fail, readyto Jorjment you, the masses, wjtlimy ©verinflated sense ofself-worth>

.

Accounting

Redmond
Issaquah
Seattle
Tacoma

games. It also means the players
have tocomein veryfit andready to
play, butI
like it." The Chieftains
wastenotimeinstalling theirleague
schedule, facingaconference foein
the second game of the season.
Fewing said hehadbut two goals
for the season, goals that seem to go
hand-in-hand. "We'dlike to hold
our opponents to less thanone goal
pergame," said Fewing,looking to
continue the successful defensive
tradition established last year.
He also acknowledgedthe desire
to reachthe NAIA national tournament "We want to be in the final
12," he said.
TheChieftains willhave the opportunity toqualify for thenational
championship out of the Western
region if they perform wellin the
Pacific NorthwestAthletic Conference playoffs.
Fewing returns his two assistant
coaches fromlast year,Todd Haley
and Jeff Koch. Former Chieftain
player Bill Colello also joins the
staff in 1994. "We have a great
staff," Fewing said.
That staff has equipped the Seattle University program with an
impressive arsenal for the upcoming season. The Chieftains are
poisedto achievetheir greatestsuccess. Their blendof youth and experience, of offensive potencyand
defensive intensity,shouldkeepPete
Fewing smilingoptimistically well
intoDecember.

End-ofi-the-year, made from specially-

Get the jump on summer jobs, call

Lynnwood
Redmond
Renton
Seattle
Tacoma

"Thenew leaguemakes iteasier,"
Fewingsaid. "Ittakes the pressure
off of the team in some of those

EOE

. The^arrtmin^

James M Collins
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SU Yankees capture 14th softball title in a row
Barashkoff, Todd Suckett, Gabe

BY JAMES COLLINS
Sports Editor

The Seattle University
ntramural softball season drew
oa closelast weekend, with the
results leavinglittle doubt about
the existence ofdynasties.
For die 14th straight year, the
SU Yankees, skippered by Joe
Sauvage, captured the men's
eague championship. The
Yankees were less than
mpressive during the regular
season, barely qualifying for the
>layoffs. They even lost their
irst playoffgame, falling 9-7 to
George Theo's Hit and Run
squad.
But theYankeeshit theirstride,
winningfourstraight games after
that. Theyexacted revengeupon
Hit and Run with a 17-2 win in
the championship game.
The Yankees' lineup was a
mercurial blend of power and
speed, boastingbig hitters such
as Dave Miles, Alex and Andre

Nachand and Daxs Stadjuhar.
Player-manager Sauvage, Mike
Sotterly and Jamie Read provided
the clutch hitting while speedster
Kurt Hanson ran the bases with
abandon.
"Losing those games during the
regular season was all part of our
plan," said Sauvage. "We were
simplybaitingtheopposition,laying
low, waitingto pounce.
"I
knew our veterancrew would
respond to the pressure in the
postseason. We were on the brink
of elimination and just kept
winning."
"I was completely confident in
our ability to winwhenitcounted,"
got my bat
Hanson said. "Once I
nothing
that could
going, there was
stop us."
In the co-recreational playoffs,
another Sauvage-led team, Yaba,
tookhome the title,victimizingBrad
Swanson's Bats and Babes in the
championship game.
Alas,itappears that atleastone of

those winning teamswillbe broken
up. Sauvage has vowed that this
year's incarnation of the Yankees
will be the last, with the players
being dispersed among the other
teams in the league.
Withthe advent offree agency,it
seemsto besimply tooexpensiveto
keep all of that high-priced talent
together. And with the departureof
leadoff manHansonfor the George
Washington University intramural
leagues, the Yankees would be
withoutoneof theirkeyingredients
anyway.
In a way, the passing of the
Yankeesmaries theendofanera. A
big chunkof the pride andtradition
associatedwiththosepinstripes and
homeruns willbe missing from the
springleagues,gone andnevertobe
recaptured. Perhaps another team
willpickup the magic andcarry on,
creating theirown legend at Seattle
University.
Then again,Ithink Sauvage said
his team was breakingup last year,
too.

COURTESY SU INTRAMURALS

Perhapsthe last
' teamphotoever tobe taken ofthe legendarySU Yankees.
The1994men sleaguechampionsarerumored to bebreakingupforgood.
FROMLEFT TORIGHT, BACK ROW: Dave Miles, Alex Barashkoff,
Todd Suckett, Gabe Nachand, Andre Barashkoff, Jamie Read. FRONT
ROW: Joe Sauvage, Daxs Stadjuhar,Mike Sotterly,Kurt Hanson.
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NEED A SUMMER JOB
Painters needed \o work for our
company.Experiencedesiredhot
not anabsolute. CallShar ai 720j||
1135.

OUT,

T41K,S7||DY-

riSS^sP
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""
LOCATED IN

SERVICE ASSISTANT
P/T.10-2orl(MM-F
Need dedicated individual who
enjoyspeople and has dataentry,
phone,andPCsldlls. You willbe
working witha dynamic team in
downtownSeattle. Can today for
an appointment!
Talent TreePersonnel
343-0081

|

Production Clerks
Immediate opening for 15-20
people to unpack,maids; andhang
apparel for major retailer in
Tukwlla. Must be at least 18
years; possess 6 months of
previous work experience,, and
provide 2 job referlaoss. Call
today for an af|»oiptt»ent!
Talent Tree Personnel
343-0081
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MWAYS GREAT COFFEE
4ND LOTS WORf /

Summer jobs painting homes.
mm$3.5,000, Seatfle area; Call
1-8Q%3*>2-B86. Cblfeg* Pro
Painters
SUMMER
ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT-Eara up to
$$,000+ io two months, Eown
andboard! Transportation!Male
or Female. No experience
necessary. CaB (206) 545-4155
Ncedgra<fuatiwtfclK*t$. Willing
to pay good price for any tickets

av<ai»bk. Pleased 296-6473
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HIGHSCHOOL.
Talionia Sr.High

AGE: 22
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HOW CURRENTCHARACTERS CAMETO RE;Be^an
d<w dlea in u,emaisin*ormyEft^iiah i2onoiH. Boy wa*
originally "Tl^oU«Je SJc^etomnwßend."

WHyrMACARTOONICT.-If^ejxafectiobforrecJu^,
,mS antt»«>pe« «d toy people. It's prbsariiy «
endeavor,requires nocontactwithpet^ple.andyoacaa tteep
nrd«vartd«etvDiirownhoHttii
P S fa tto
I"ni theowinthehaJ
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B{OH SCHOOL;

FAVORTTB CARTOONBTt Cbarfes M- ScituJ* Ibefwe
senility stock) andTed Ral!
HOWajKRBOTOHURACTERSCAMETOB&Aiorof
wekd friends, Dungeons & Dragons, comic bot*B.
CuthpJicism«nd?lißerb<H«doßl. That «nget that dewende-i
up<w me helpedme with thstwwae*.
WHYrMACAßTOOmSTjßecßiwlcaft^stfliwltolftftv*
a piece rrf paper«temWbl^'ll»P^WJ>«f lW f« ielßtao
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BillWattetson, Pat Bn*dy("Rosei« Rose")
HOW CURRENT CHARACTERS caMB TO && It k «
elaborationof me «id my fnente at jww? and on
bB
wwfimiUW<^lw c*'e

twwTcIAvXMIZVWHY TM CARTOONIST. fve
vebeeo anan**"Iwas
wita« to
?-year«^old andtbercstishistory...Jits my

Aij
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Boy & doG t-shirts are on their way as promised, but
with one minor adjustment.The two-sided designnow
features a clever blank side, as wellas a nifty printed
side (which will still be intwo colors).

For those of you who didn't get your order forms sent
on time, you stillcan get a shirtif you show up at the
Spectator on Thursday, June 2, and fork over an extra
buck(atotalo«s6forthedeadbeats).
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HW CURRENTCHARACTERS CAMETO BE:Looked
in the mmox when 1 was brushing my teefc. POWJ Spark!

tried to
HCIWCURRBiSrf CHARACTERSCAMETOBE:I
as someone whowasn'tbeautiful ormairmwun

SpBiki3a!U<da»«n<!hadBthighschool..simg/'ARii:«Sp«ricMmeoth«rchai!Bc»«.m::^W^'p«^fet-l^«w. ::^c^t:M::

wa*««»i«t»<ltoveat)le. '

Godand the spac« alien* fipmHeclL
WHY VU A CARTOONIST:To eatnpextra«me, A^o,J

acaR-TOONIST-Fort^fi^s«»«i4Jßone>%

wmytm

A^HvbecauTl
. loveto draw

sct^coaik^npmmY^mxd^i^ mmis^mi^fot
cto do "okay."
to dt»w! Besides, it's the only thingI
t

Aetoauy. pee

dv,

gtKjd. Also,Inc«d anexcuse for whenI
don't dpboroeworic
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FAVORITE CARTOONIST;None.
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Who are the cartoonists in your neighborhood?
They're the people that you meet each day, drawing
weird pictures in their notebooks in class.
{un.|oving gUys who rovearound in
Tney re
mean-looking gangs,harassingpassersby for
D«n<;
White
Out and
Sharnift pens.
Wtllte-OUt
and bnarpie
SUSpidOUS
characters:
Be on the lookoLrt for these
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HOMETOWN:Cleveland
YEAR.SophomDre
MAJORf Üb«i«l Stwfies w/ Helgfet*.OH
SCHOOL:
focus(» at«Wt*cture
ClevelandHeightsHigJi School
CURRia^TLYDRAWS:"OntheSoapbox withSchaefl^&
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CURRENTLYDRAWS:
FAVORITECARTOONIST-.D«veKingrßobD-Dftv«l
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VJSAR: Senior

MAJOR; FuwArt*
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